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Curing the Obesity Epidemic: The Government's Obligation to Regulate Food

Victoria Lyon
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The first chapter demonstrates the impact of the obesity epidemic in the United States. The epidemic affects obese individual directly, and burdens all US citizens. The second chapter is an argument as to why the obesity epidemic should be addressed by government intervention. The US regulates risky substances such as consumption of alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana, and risky behaviors such as driving. This work explores why food is morally equal to other risky substances. The final chapter explores several food regulation policy options.
Chapter 1: Understanding the Consequences of Obesity

Obesity: Who’s Fault is it Anyway?

Meet Noah “Biingo” Gray.¹ He is thirteen years old, from New Windsor, Maryland. He became overweight at ten years old, when his family moved to Virginia due to employment reasons. Biingo sought comfort in food with the challenge of adjusting to a new life, and he soon faced bullying and teasing as he gained weight. He likes to be physically active and plays sports with his friends, but he is frustrated with his weight’s limitations. His parents are overweight but are deeply concerned for their family’s health and want to help Biingo lose weight. Luckily for Biingo, he became a participant on NBC’s hit show “The Biggest Loser” and his family is being coached on how to lose weight and live a healthy lifestyle.² However, most people do not have access to health coaches such as Biingo and do not know how to realistically live a healthy lifestyle.

Why did Biingo become overweight? In this chapter of my thesis, I will dissect the various layers to this question. I will first describe the extent to which individuals and social forces are responsible for the state of obesity in the United States. Next, I demonstrate the severity of the epidemic from a public policy stance and show why the government needs to combat it. The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that obesity affects individuals, families, and society as a whole. Combating obesity improves the quality of life for those who suffer from the condition, as well as relieves the financial and social burdens obesity places on the nation. Much of the information from this chapter is frequently discussed in the media, reflecting many

¹ “Biingo.”
² Ibid.
Americans’ concern about this issue. This essay is a small contribution to the ever-growing research on how to best address the obesity epidemic. Many policies and studies have developed rapidly as I worked on this project, and it is very possible that some of my policy suggestions may be implemented in the near future.

In the second chapter, I will demonstrate through a normative argument that it is morally permissible to regulate food, just as we regulate tobacco and substances that affect public health. Many people recognize the potential for public health policies to reduce obesity rates, however, they object because they do not believe the government has the right to interfere with people’s autonomy. These objectors claim that obesity reduction policies are paternalistic. In the second chapter, I demonstrate that obesity regulation is morally equivalent to the already accepted and implemented paternalistic public health policies in the US. In the final chapter, I will explore some regulation options and evaluate what steps are needed to reduce obesity and its related illnesses. The obesity epidemic is continuing to grow and harm our population; it is my goal that I will motivate my readers to support government action to reduce obesity, as well as to support leaders in their communities who are striving to improve health outcomes.

Understanding the Multiple Sources of Obesity

Obesity is a condition that results from a complex array of factors. I begin by exploring the role of the individual, followed by an analysis of the role of external factors. Fundamentally, individuals choose what they consume and how often they exercise; therefore it is within the
individual’s control to change their behavior. However, it is clear that families, education, and community resources also affect the individual’s likelihood of success. Evidence shows that people can change their condition, but success is much more likely with community support.

**Individuals and Families are Responsible**

It is natural to first blame the individual for his or her obese condition. For example, it is logical to claim that Biingo is responsible for being obese. Historically, scholars and opinion leaders have treated obesity as a failure of the individual to make healthy decisions. The food industry has supported advocates of personal responsibility because this ideology translates to permitting the industry to make unhealthy products without being held accountable for poor health outcomes. Some people believe that it is wrong for paternalistic policies to be implemented, which limit autonomy or use force to prevent obesity. For example, McDonald's Corp. CEO Jim Skinner said:

> We believe in the democratic process and our government officials believe in the democratic process… This is about choice, this is about personal, individual right to choose in the society we live in… We [McDonalds] provide many choices that fit with the balanced, active lifestyle. It is up to [children] to choose and their parents to choose, and it is their responsibility to do so.

---


4 “How The Food Industry Is Enabling The United States’ Obesity Epidemic.”

5 “McDonald’s CEO Defends Spokesclown, ‘Right To Choose’ Fast Food.”
Some people believe that the food industry has taken this logic too far.\(^6\) Food manufacturers have made unhealthy products and have not been held liable due to the consumers’ freedom to choose their diet. Consumers have expressed their distrust of the fast food industry and several people have tried to sue fast food establishments for making them fat, beginning in 2002.\(^7\) Caesar Barber brought the first case to court. Barber was a fifty-six-year-old maintenance worker who had been eating fast food several times a week for at least twenty-five years. Barber claimed that the fast food establishments he frequented deceived him, and he believed the items he was eating were healthy choices. Barber said in an interview, "They said '100 percent beef.' I thought that meant it was good for you…I thought the food was OK."\(^8\) Barber’s case was ultimately dismissed from court in 2003, because the judge stated that the case did not demonstrate that McDonalds presented any hidden dangers.\(^9\) However, this case indicated that it would be possible to address the questionable practices of the fast food industry as long as the lawyers could strengthen their case.

The most famous lawsuit on this issue is *Pelman v. McDonald’s*. This case fought to protect children who ate at McDonald’s regularly and allegedly became obese or overweight and developed diabetes, coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, elevated cholesterol intake, or other health effects as a result.\(^{10}\) The plaintiffs ranged from 14-19 years old (along with their parents), and ate at McDonalds 3-10 meals per week consistently for at least 7 years each. The *Health Affairs* report on litigation against the fast food industry summarizes the dilemma:

\(^{6}\) “Fast Food Restaurants Not Fighting Child Obesity.”
\(^{7}\) Mello, Rimm, and Studdert, “The McLawsuit.”
\(^{8}\) Kinsley, “A Lawsuit to Choke On.”
\(^{9}\) Wald, “McDonald’s Obesity Suit Tossed.”
\(^{10}\) Mello, Rimm, and Studdert, “The McLawsuit.”
This kind of litigation raises the important question of whom, if anyone, ought to be held accountable for the economic and public health consequences of obesity. Courts have spent the past three decades answering that question as it relates to tobacco-related illness, another public health problem of staggering proportions. Lawsuits brought against tobacco companies initially were greeted with the same disparaging reaction and gloomy legal predictions that the fast-food lawsuits are now receiving—yet the tide of public and legal opinion has shifted to place responsibility for the harms of smoking squarely on the tobacco industry.11

It is challenging to determine the extent to which any particular food establishment or product is responsible for consumer weight gain. I believe that it is not worthwhile to invest time and money into research to determine the health effects of specific food companies or products. Policy makers and researchers should focus on how to improve health outcomes rather than finding a scapegoat for obesity rates. Whether legislators agree with my opinion, or simply wanted to keep matters of personal responsibility out of the court, they have gone as far as to propose policies that protect food manufacturers from being held accountable for weight gain and other health outcomes due to the public’s consumption of their food. In 2005, the highly controversial “Cheeseburger Bill” was proposed to address the rise in litigation against fast food. The bill, formally called the Personal Responsibility in Food Consumption Act of 2005, “Prohibits new and dismisses pending civil actions by any person against a manufacturer, marketer, distributor, advertiser, or seller of food or a trade association for any injury related to a person’s accumulated acts of consumption of food and weight gain, obesity, or any associated

11 Ibid.
health condition.”¹² The bill passed in the House but not in the Senate. However, about 20 states passed similar legislation. One can see that many people believe that it is wrong for food regulation limits autonomy and individuals should be expected to moderate their own diets.¹³

Proponents of the Personal Responsibility in Food Consumption Act may find obesity prevention proposals paternalistic. Many people find paternalism wrong because no one has the authority to determine what is best for another person.¹⁴ They believe the government’s top priority should be to maximize peoples’ ability to make their own choices regarding their lives.¹⁵ One instance of impermissible paternalism is demonstrated in John Stuart Mill’s harm principle. He states:

That the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear because it will be better for him to do so, because it will make him happier, because, in the opinions of others, to do so would be wise or even right. These are good reasons for remonstrating with him, or reasoning with him, or persuading him, or entreating him, but not for compelling him or visiting him with any evil in case he do otherwise.¹⁶

This ideology is evident in the discussion on combating obesity today. Many people believe their food choices are a personal issue, and their diets do not affect other people. Therefore, no person

---

¹² “Text of H.R. 554 (109th).”
¹³ Sunstein, “It’s For Your Own Good!”.
¹⁴ Ibid.
¹⁵ “What’s Wrong with Paternalism and The.”
or governing body has the right to interfere with their eating habits.\textsuperscript{17} Justin Wilson from the Center for Consumer Freedom explains the roles of the individual and government in reducing obesity:

No one is forcing us to eat too much junk food or sit on the couch all day long and watch television. We're doing it to ourselves. Since personal irresponsibility got us into this mess, it's going to take personal responsibility to get us out of it. That is the proper role of public health. Government should provide consumers with incentives, information and opportunities so that we can make smart choices and take responsibility for ourselves.\textsuperscript{18}

To a certain extent, Wilson and Mill are correct. There are plenty of people who are obese and have the means to eat better. Let’s return to the case of Biingo’s family; they are not affluent and have the capability to keep healthier foods in the house. Biingo and his family will need to take responsibility for their unhealthy behaviors and make changes in order to become healthy, but assigning them this responsibility will not solve the issue. Biingo’s family needs help making lifestyle changes.

It is especially unreasonable to blame children for their obese condition because they are not responsible for purchasing or cooking food. Children like Biingo receive food from their parents, their schools, and their other periodic caretakers (from babysitters to friend’s parents). While individuals and their families must take ownership of the poor choices they have made, often these choices are made out of ignorance of the alternatives. I reject the claim that obesity is always a choice and believe people will choose a healthy lifestyle if they are educated on how to

\textsuperscript{17} Sunstein, “It’s For Your Own Good!”.  
\textsuperscript{18} “Should the Government Help You Lose Weight?”. 
do so. In Biingo’s case, it is clear that he did not choose his unhealthy lifestyle and is not responsible for his condition.

While Biingo is not responsible for his obese condition, his parents are responsible for creating the environment and establishing the habits that led to his weight gain. The family eats most of their meals at home, and their pantry is full of sweets and highly processed snacks. Biingo’s family was hit hard by the economic recession in 2008, and Biingo’s parents are very conscious of their food spending. Biingo’s parents want to create a healthy home within their economic means, but they are ill informed on how to do so. They are slightly overweight and have some health issues because they don’t understand how to live differently. Luckily Biingo’s family received assistance and education from The Biggest Loser program. There are millions of families like Biingo’s that are eager to change their lives but need assistance and perhaps some oversight in order to succeed in building a healthier lifestyle. There is an inevitable cycle of overweight parents teaching their children unhealthy lifestyle habits out of ignorance. For example, Biingo has expressed his aversion to vegetable to the point where his mother had nearly eliminated them from his diet. The family’s dinners consist of carbohydrates (such as pasta) and meats. The nutritionists on The Biggest Loser taught Biingo’s mother how to incorporate vegetables into meals in a subtle way, such as loading pasta sauce with pureed vegetables. There are many opportunities to increase health education in the US. Options include health education in public schools, employee wellness programs, or classes/workshops at health care offices or pharmacies. Many of these programs already exist, yet they are not extensive enough--many people still don’t have access to preventive education.

---

19 “Biingo.”
It is appealing to focus on children when dissecting the obesity epidemic because it is clear that they are not responsible for their condition. However, children are not the only population with rising obesity rates. In fact, in 2010 researchers found that obesity is growing fastest among Americans with an annual income over $60,000 a year. The rise in obesity in this population is largely attributed working longer hours, longer times being sedentary while commuting and working at a computer, and eating at restaurants (or take-out) more frequently.

This population does have some control over the factors that lead to weight gain. Making exercise a priority, grocery shopping and meal planning, and eating in a more health-conscious manner while at work are viable options for many. Obesity prevention campaigns have been effective with this sect of the population because they are able to make small changes and improve their wellbeing.

There are many obesity intervention programs already in place in the US that are based on helping people make small changes in their lives in order to develop healthy habits and ultimately lose weight. One example of a model of program that has been successful for many communities is community-wide weight loss competitions supported by various organizations and resources, such as a program conducted by the NJ Collaborative for Excellence in Public Health. This program was ten weeks long in Montgomery, New Jersey in June 2010. To hold participants accountable and help them succeed, the program included cash prizes for the winners, online forums, group weigh-in events, email reminders and assignments, and access to flyers and online educational materials. 16 people participated with an 88% retention rate during the 10 weeks. Those who participated in yoga had a higher likelihood of losing weight (RR 1.5), as well as those who engaged in the online support group (RR 3.7). In this study specifically,

---

20 "Wealthy Closing Obesity Gap."
21 Chan and Woo, "Prevention of Overweight and Obesity."
participants who actively used the Google group software lost an average of 7 pounds, whereas the average non-user lost only 1.9 pounds. This is a small sample, and long-term success data is not available for this population. However, programs such as Montgomery’s are increasingly common and are one of many plausible ways to help overweight and obese individuals become healthy. Individual are capable of making lifestyle changes and improving their health if they are given the resources and education on how to do so.

The one limitation with relying on weight loss programs such as Montgomery’s is that the people who need it most are the least likely to participate and often are the participants who drop out before they have achieved the desired results. In the Montgomery program, 3 participants were considered to be of “normal” weight, 7 were overweight, and 6 were obese; the participants who dropped out were overweight (1) and obese (1). Although the analysis of the program did not specify why the participants dropped out, I suspect they stopped the program for psychological/emotional reasons. According to the Stages of Change Model, originally developed in the late 1970's and early 1980's researchers were studying how smokers were able to give up their habits or addiction, people must be in the right mindset in order to make lasting changes in their lives. The stages of change are precontemplation, contemplation, preparation/determination, action/willpower, maintenance, and relapse. I suspect that the obese people who drop out of intervention programs are still in the precontemplation or contemplation stages. These programs have self-selecting participants; therefore it is likely that most participants are in a mindset to create change. However, we cannot expect this model of

22 Carey, “Montgomery Township Health Department: Increasing Success Rates in Community Obesity Prevention Programs.”
23 Ibid.
24 “Stages of Change Model.”
intervention alone to make a significant impact on the obese population because most obese people are not actively seeking help.\textsuperscript{25}

Regardless of the cause of their non-compliance, drop out is a major issue in obesity intervention programs. A meta-analysis of 244 intervention programs found the drop out rates to be between 14\% and 23\%. Surprisingly, the researchers did not find a significant correlation between intensity of the intervention and drop out rates. This indicates that interventions with high expectations of participants and lofty goals may be equally successful as more conservative intervention programs.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{A Lack of Education}

The lack in education highlights the larger systemic issue. Who is responsible for educating the public? Health education occurs in public schools for children but is limited in scope and effectiveness at the moment.\textsuperscript{27} People learn about health and nutrition from various sources. According to the 2009 National Grocers Association Consumer Panel Survey, 70\% of consumers obtain nutrition information from the Internet, followed by television (67\%), newspapers (40\%), supermarkets (32\%), books (32\%), friends and family (31\%), and doctors (24\%).\textsuperscript{28} One of the predominant sources of nutrition information is the USDA’ MyPlate (formerly MyPyramid) nutrition guideline program. USDA’s information has been taught in public school curriculums, and organizations can order materials to educate their members (such as wellness departments of corporations). However, according to a 1999 study (which is the most

\textsuperscript{25} Macqueen, Brynes, and Frost, “Treating Obesity.”
\textsuperscript{26} Fox, “Intense Obesity Interventions Don’t Increase Attrition.”
\textsuperscript{27} Sharma, “Dietary Education in School-Based Childhood Obesity Prevention Programs.”
\textsuperscript{28} “Where Do YOU Get YOUR Nutrition Information?”.
recently cited study on the USDA website), only about 30% of Americans were familiar with the national dietary guidelines.\(^{29}\) This number has probably risen in the last decade due to publicity surrounding the 2005 publication of MyPyramid and the 2010 introduction of MyPlate. MyPyramid was a pyramid-shaped diagram, which showed the recommended number of servings of each food group, plus a recommendation for exercise.\(^{30}\) MyPyramid received much criticism for being unclear and difficult to utilize on a daily basis. The USDA responded by creating a new graphic of a plate with the appropriate portions of each food group, fittingly named MyPlate.\(^{31}\) The response to MyPlate has been mostly positive. It is much easier to teach children how to make their meals mimic the MyPlate icon, rather than comply with the pyramid symbol.\(^{32}\)

The fundamental problem with the current model is that many of the nutrition resources available require people to actively seek out information. Although some nutritional information is taught in the education system, it is limited in scope and there is a lack of data on the effectiveness of current nutrition education practices.\(^{33}\) Currently, there is no federal requirement for nutrition education, but some states have adopted mandatory health education components to their curriculums.\(^{34}\) While I commend those states for taking action, it is important that the US has a universal standard of nutrition education. It is unreasonable to hold children to different

\(^{30}\) See Appendix
\(^{31}\) “MyPlate 5 Food Groups Nutritional Graphic - Replaces the Pyramid”; “American Council On Exercise.”
\(^{32}\) See Appendix
\(^{33}\) Sharma, “Dietary Education in School-Based Childhood Obesity Prevention Programs”; Veugelers and Fitzgerald, “Effectiveness of School Programs in Preventing Childhood Obesity.”
\(^{34}\) “State School Healthy Policy Database: Nutrition Education.”
nutrition education standards based on where they happen to live. The lack of a universal education standard on nutrition may be a factor of unequal health and obesity outcomes across the country.

The responsibility of educating the public on the importance of a healthy diet falls heavily on primary care physicians, however perhaps this obligation should be placed elsewhere.\(^{35}\) Physicians spend very little time during their education learning about nutrition, and there are plenty of nutritionists and registered dieticians in the US who are more capable of educating the public.\(^{36}\) In addition, people should not have to travel to the doctor to learn about nutrition. Especially if patients are charged a co-pay to visit their primary care physician, they will find very little incentive to contact their doctor for nutritional guidance. Nutrition education should be easily accessible and there should be incentives for the public to seek information. For example, an extreme policy suggestion is to create a mandatory federal program enacted to ensure people are informed before they have the right to purchase unhealthy food—this would cause national food purchasing and consumption trends to shift. Although I do not think this policy is likely, evidence has already been established that nutrition programs can be effective in changing people’s eating behavior.

A meta-analysis in the Asian Pacific Journal of Clinical Nutrition found “An analysis of the evidence from over 300 studies shows that nutrition education is more likely to be effective when it focuses on behavior/action (rather than knowledge only) and systematically links relevant theory, research and practice.”\(^{37}\) Effective nutrition education programs have three essential phases or components: a motivational phase, an action phase, and an environmental

---

\(^{35}\) Truswell, “Family Physicians and Patients: Is Effective Nutrition Interaction Possible?”

\(^{36}\) “What Doctors Don’t Know About Nutrition.”

phase. The motivational phase is crucial to increase awareness of the importance of proper nutrition and give students an understanding of why they need to make dietary changes. The goal of the action phase is to facilitate the ability to take action by educating participants on how to make concrete changes in their lives. The environmental phase consists of nutrition educators and policymakers collaborating to promote environmental support and help entire communities improve their health. I highlight this meta-analysis because it is important to recognize that there are education-based interventions already being designed and implemented. A more unified, larger scale effort to educate the public on proper nutrition is required to dramatically improve health outcomes. I will elaborate more on my recommendations for a nutrition education program in Chapter 3.

The Role of the Government

In the United States, the government strives to promote its citizens’ well being. One aspect of well being is being healthy; therefore the government creates policies to enable people to live healthily. Tobacco use is the leading preventable cause of death in the US, which has led public health officials to create policies to reduce tobacco consumption and improve health outcomes. Obesity is the second highest preventable cause of death in the United States, yet many people argue that regulations to reduce obesity are impermissible. Obesity is a public health issue because it causes morbidity. Just as the government should regulate tobacco for the sake of public health, so too the government should implement regulations to reduce obesity’s

38 Contento, “Nutrition Education: Linking Research, Theory, and Practice.”
39 Ibid.
40 Health, “Smoking and Tobacco Use; Fact Sheet; Tobacco-Related Mortality.”
41 Thoenen, Obesity: Facts, Figures, Guidelines.
harm to society. In the remainder of this chapter, I will demonstrate that obesity is a public health issue, and then establish the direct and indirect costs related to obesity.

**Understanding Public Health and Obesity**

Let me begin by defining public health issues. Public health, as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO), is “an organized effort by society, primarily through its public institutions, to improve, promote, protect and restore the health of the population through collective action.”  

Public health policy is one of the government’s tools to protect citizens’ right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. In order to guarantee people the right to life, they must have the opportunity to live a healthy life. This includes health promotion endeavors, as well as enacting paternalistic public health policies. Generally speaking, the process of improving a society’s health is to first identify behaviors that lead to increased morbidity or mortality and secondly, to implement policies to change those behaviors. By definition, public health officials are required to actively prevent morbidity and mortality in order to improve health outcomes.

This definition also allows us to identify obesity as a public health issue. Obesity is a public health problem because it is a condition that increases morbidity. The Center for Disease Control declared more than one-third of adults and almost 17% of children in the United States to be obese in 2009-2010, and the data does not forecast a decline unless major changes are made to the American diet. First Lady Michelle Obama deemed obesity an “epidemic”, which

---

42 Starfield, “Basic Concepts in Population Health and Health Care.”
43 “Overweight and Obesity.”
has heightened awareness of this issue. Obesity, which is defined as having a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or higher, is linked to many illnesses. Medical conditions with a statistically significant relationship to obesity include various cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, hypertension, cancer, kidney disease, strokes, osteoarthritis, sleep apnea, metabolic syndrome, polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), complications with reproduction/sexuality, thyroid conditions. The causal relationship between most of these conditions has been demonstrated through research projects in which individuals were assisted in losing weight and their conditions were reduced or eliminated.

Many obesity-related illnesses are chronic illnesses. “In general, chronic illnesses are slow in progression and long in duration, and they require medical treatment. All chronic illnesses have the potential to limit the functional status, productivity, and quality of life of people who live with them.” Unfortunately for policy makers, it is often difficult to prove that obesity itself is the cause of death. However, it is often apparent that obesity is a contributing factor in people’s deaths and reducing obesity would certainly improve health outcomes. Not only does obesity increase morbidity as it leads to other illnesses; it also decreases ones’ quality of life because it compromises their ability to live life to the fullest. Health-Related Quality of Life (commonly referred to as HRQL or HRQOL) surveys are based on self-reporting. These surveys range in length from 5-30 minutes long and are used in medical facilities around the world. Most HRQLs are broad to capture quality of life data for large populations; however there

44 “Exclusive.”
45 Behan and Cox, Obesity and Its Relation to Mortality and Morbidity Costs.
46 “Obesity-Related Diseases”; Behan and Cox, Obesity and Its Relation to Mortality and Morbidity Costs.
47 Behan and Cox, Obesity and Its Relation to Mortality and Morbidity Costs.
48 Living Well with Chronic Illness: A Call for Public Health Action.
49 Wadden and Phelan, “Assessment of Quality of Life in Obese Individuals.”
are some obesity-specific HRQLs that are used today as well.\textsuperscript{50} The generic HRQLs address issues that most people would consider important to their health such as mobility, self-care, and physical, emotional, and social capabilities.\textsuperscript{51} Obesity negatively impacts all of the factors above. Living with chronic illnesses can have physical, psychological, and social implications, which I will now explore in more depth.

**Physical, Mental, and Psychological Limitations Due to Obesity**

Individuals who are obese consistently perceive their general physical health to be worse than healthy-weight individuals. Each obesity-related illness has its own set of physical limitations. These include limited mobility, trouble sleeping, reproductive issues, and chronic pain.\textsuperscript{52} More specifically, obesity has noticeable negative effects on multiple organ functions that affect individuals’ abilities to function. The most notable limitations are felt on heart and vascular system, respiratory system, musculoskeletal system, and skin. Even those who are not knowledgeable on the scientific health consequences of obesity can identify decreased quality of life. Examples include physical limitations due to shortness of breath or cardiac trouble, limited range of motion, and bodily pain.\textsuperscript{53} Obesity even changes one’s gait pattern; in terms of biomechanics, obese people are shown to walk “with a shorter step length, lower cadence and velocity, a decrease in the duration of the simple support phase and an increased double support phase”.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{51} Guyatt et al., “Guides to the Medical Literature: Xii. How to Use Articles About Health-related Quality of Life.”
\textsuperscript{52} “Health Effects of Morbid Obesity.”
\textsuperscript{53} Kushner and Foster, “Obesity and Quality of Life.”
\textsuperscript{54} Nantel, Mathieu, and Prince, “Physical Activity and Obesity.”
Obesity can also lead to the development of mental health disorders due to the disruption of hormonal pathways related to lower levels of physical activity and/or unhealthy diets and loss of control in eating. Evidence suggests that there are bi-directional associations between depression and obesity. One longitudinal study found that obese people had a 55% increased risk of developing depression over time, and depressed persons had a 58% increased risk of becoming obese. Mental health disorders are truly a disability; people with these disorders are unable to maintain employment or relationships with their families. Mental health disorders may make people lethargic and unable to sleep, therefore limiting their capabilities. Exercise is a commonly cited therapy to improve one’s mood, but obese people may not be able to exercise. Therefore obese individuals may feel hopeless in their condition.

Mental disorders due to obesity not only negatively affect one’s quality of life directly; they can have indirect psychological consequences. The most notable consequences of obesity are decreased self-esteem and depression. An expert panel of doctors on obesity claimed, “Obesity creates an enormous psychological burden. In terms of suffering, this burden may be the greatest adverse effect of obesity.” Obese individuals face discrimination, which affects their social lives due to the belief that excess weight reflects a lack of personal control. For example, one study found that children as young as six label silhouettes of obese youngsters as “lazy, stupid, cheats, lies, and ugly.” Another study found that obese youth were more socially withdrawn, had less leadership abilities and displayed greater aggressive-disruptive behavior. Peer responses among students also noted obese children as less physically attractive, less

55 Gatineau and Dent, *Obesity and Mental Health*, 3.
56 “Depression, Major.”
57 Engstrom, “Obesity and Depression”; “Depression (major Depression).”
58 “Psychological Side Effects of Morbid Obesity and Other Obesity Statistics.”
59 Kushner and Foster, “Obesity and Quality of Life.”
60 “Obesity: Complications.”
athletic, more sick, tired, and absent from school. Therefore discrimination based on body size starts at a young age and can have significant implications on people’s abilities for success in the future.

Discrimination against obese individuals is not only detrimental for the victims; it has shaped social dynamics in the US as a whole. Experimental studies have demonstrated that discriminatory perceptions of obese lead to inequality in the workplace and schools. Studies from as early as the 1980s have shown that all other variables being equal, an obese person is less likely to be hired for a position than a non-obese person. These studies have tested hiring preferences by manipulating perceptions of employee weight, using written descriptions, photographs, or (more recently) videos. One of the newest studies used videotaped mock interviews with the same professional actors acting as job applicants for computer and sales positions in which weight was manipulated with theatrical prostheses. The study found a significant employment bias in favor of average-weight applicants, compared with overweight applicant. The bias was more apparent for women than for men. One’s weight not only made a candidate less likely to be selected, obese applicants were more likely to be recommended for a systems analyst position than for a sales position. A literature review by Puhl and Brownell in the 2001 Obesity Research journal found additional studies confirmed these biases. Some studies had participants rate job applicants based on videotapes of simulated hiring settings, while other studies had participants evaluate candidates based on resumes and written descriptions of the candidates’ physical appearances. These studies consistently found that obese applicants were

61 Zeller, Reiter-Purtill, and Ramey, “Negative Peer Perceptions of Obese Children in the Classroom Environment.”
62 Puhl and Brownell, “Bias, Discrimination, and Obesity.”
63 Pingitore et al., “Bias Against Overweight Job Applicants in a Simulated Employment Interview.”
selected for less visible, and more behind-the-scenes positions. One study found “obese applicants were more likely to be recommended for a systems analyst position than for a sales positions” and another obese people were “unfit in public sales positions and more appropriate for telephone sales involving little face-to-face contact.” Puhl and Brownell also found overweight people are not only limited in their job opportunities, they are less likely to be assigned to challenging sales territories and more likely to be disciplined harshly than non-overweight employees, according to studies of sales managers and supervisors.

Even physicians are unsympathetic towards obese individuals. Many obese people feel uncomfortable talking about their weight with their doctors because they are treated differently. One study found that doctors associate obesity with noncompliance, hostility and dishonesty. Another study found that health care professionals often believe obese people are indulgent or lack willpower. This study also recognized that obesity is frequently caused by emotional problems; doctors recognize the complexity of the causes of obesity, yet they ultimately hold the patient responsible for his/her condition. Obese individuals face a world of discrimination from family, friends, employers, physicians, and strangers on a daily basis. There are countless other examples of informal discrimination that affect the mental and emotional well being of individuals who are obese. These include separate clothing stores, additional transportation costs (such as the requirement to purchase two airplane seats when flying), and the prevalence of “fat jokes” in pop culture. In addition to discrimination, obese and overweight individuals may not be

---


65 Hoffman, Chaykin, and Teale, The Weight of the Nation.
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able to participate in activities they enjoy due to their condition, which can lead to depression.\textsuperscript{67}

It has become evident that obesity leads to a decreased quality of life and increases morbidity; therefore it is a public health problem.

**Food Oppression**

Many people who are obese do not have the option to be healthier. Poor populations are susceptible to food oppression due to a lack of access to healthy foods and an overabundance of fast food restaurants in their vicinities. Food oppression can be defined as human deprivation due to a lack of access to adequate food. University of San Francisco Law scholar Andrea Freeman’s report on this topic demonstrates that food oppression, which is caused by “institutionalized practices and policies of government and the fast food industry” undermines both the survival and well being of low-income communities.\textsuperscript{68} Market forces have moved supermarkets out of urban areas to meet the demand created by suburban sprawl, which has left urban residents with few to no healthy food options. Grocery stores have incentives to serve suburban populations because they can reach a larger, more mobile, and more affluent population. “As the number of grocery chains decreases through consolidation, market pressures to increase profits and cash flow have led to a business model of multi-service operations demanding higher per-store sales.”\textsuperscript{69} In the current US food system, there is no incentive for supermarkets to stay in low-income, at-risk communities. The consequences are populations (often African American and Latino) that suffer disproportionately from preventable diseases that are largely caused by nutritionally poor diets because of a lack of access to better food. The rates of chronic illnesses
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and morbidity due to obesity are exorbitant in these populations. As I have established earlier in this chapter, the quality of life for individuals in these communities is therefore compromised, which perpetuates the poverty cycle. Yet fast food oppression does not just affect these communities; health care costs are impacted nationally because tertiary care for obese people is much more expensive than preventing the condition in the first place. I will explore the financial implication of obesity in the next section.

**Direct and Indirect Costs of Obesity**

It is important to distinguish that obesity is both a *health problem* and a *public health problem*: obesity causes health issues for the individual and negative ramifications on the population level. The effects of obesity on the American people are apparent when we see its financial implications. Obesity-related direct and indirect costs exceed $100 billion annually in the United States.\(^70\) Total costs for hospitalizations with any diagnosis of obesity increased from $125.9 million in 2001 to $237.6 million in 2005 (2005 dollars). Although obesity is not the direct cause of these hospital visits, I have already established that obesity plays a role in the development of the illnesses that lead to hospitalization. Hospital visits for which obesity was a primary and secondary diagnosis increased 23.9 percent and 11.5 percent per year. It is important to note that the prevalence of obesity did not rise in proportion with obesity-associated hospitalizations. Rather, doctors have become increasingly aware of obesity’s role in patients’ health.\(^71\) In addition to hospitalization and treatment costs for the illnesses and diseases related to obesity mentioned previously, obesity can lead to postoperative complications and increased
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charges during hospital visits. Obesity may also result in inpatient care rather than outpatient postoperative management.\textsuperscript{72}

Let us return to the distinction between direct and indirect costs of obesity. Direct costs are defined as medical costs to treat obesity itself and obesity-related illnesses. Indirect costs are expenses that may not have been incurred had individuals not been obese. One commonly cited indirect cost is a reduction in productivity. This is partially due to absenteeism, meaning absence from work for health reasons.\textsuperscript{73} Obese men take an average of 5.9 more sick days a year than their non-obese counterparts, while obese women take an average of 9.4 days more. Health economists at Duke University found obesity-related absenteeism costs employers as much as $6.4 billion a year.\textsuperscript{74} There is also evidence that “presenteeism” is an issue, meaning obese individuals are less productive at work than non-obese workers.\textsuperscript{75} The significantly obese lose one month of productive work per year, resulting in a total annual cost of presenteeism due to obesity at approximately $30 billion.\textsuperscript{76}

Obesity also affects transportation costs. Public transportation systems such as New Jersey Transit now manufacture train cars with larger seats to accommodate obese passengers.\textsuperscript{77} Obese people not only impact the number of seats a train or airplane can hold, they also affect fuel costs. An economist for Qantas Airlines claimed that since 2000, the average weight of adult passengers on its planes has increased by more than 4 pounds. In order to fly their large aircrafts with this additional weight, an extra $472 of fuel has to be burned on a flight from Sydney to
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London. If the airline flies that route in both directions three times a day, the annual costs for that route will require an additional $1 million for fuel. A 2006 study in the United States found that for every additional pound of passenger weight, the US consumes an additional 39 million gallons of fuel each year. Insurance rates are also affected by obesity; employers pay higher life insurance rates for employees who are obese. Lastly, many studies have demonstrated that obesity is associated with lower household incomes. This may be due to discrimination or the inability to perform certain jobs.

Perhaps the most pressing financial repercussion of obesity is its burden on Medicaid and Medicare. One study found that approximately one-half of obesity–attributed medical expenditures in United States were financed through Medicare and Medicaid. Medicare pays for many of the consequences of obesity because some of the health effects of obesity become evident or worsen with age and the development of other illnesses once individuals become eligible for the program. Many scholars argue that obesity costs for Medicaid is reflective of the lack of healthy foods options or other health needs available to the poor. A study from the Center for Disease Control found that Medicare, Medicaid and private insurers increased spending due to obesity from 6.5 percent in 1998 to 9.1 percent in 2006. This figure includes prescription drug costs. Per capita, medical spending for obese people was $1,429 (42 percent) greater than spending for normal-weight people in 2006. For Medicare, non-inpatient services and pharmaceuticals (as a result of the introduction of prescription drug coverage) were major.
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drivers of spending. The results suggest that spending within these categories for each obese beneficiary was more than $600 per year higher than for a normal-weight beneficiary in 2006.\textsuperscript{85} Medicaid funding can cover nutritional consultations, behavioral therapy programs, and procedures such as coverage of bariatric surgery, although coverage varies across the fifty states.\textsuperscript{86} However, physicians and politicians recognize these programs insufficient. For example, Medicaid could cover innovative intervention programs, which are not consistently covered across states.\textsuperscript{87} I predict that Medicaid will expand coverage of obesity treatment and prevention as the Obama administration begins its second term.

**Conclusion**

It has become evident that obesity is costly to the individual and the United States as a whole. Obesity inherently decreases one’s quality of life, as well as lead to suffering from other illnesses. Obesity therefore increases morbidity, classifying it as a public health issue. Obesity places further burdens on society by increasing direct medical costs and indirect costs to compensate for the loss of productivity. In addition this issue burdens the public with increased Medicaid and Medicare costs, therefore everyone pays for the consequences of obesity. Obesity is not a choice for all people; obesity can be a consequence of fast food oppression. Therefore obesity is a public health problem that requires government intervention. Just as there are many factors responsible for the obesity epidemic, many key players will be responsible for reversing rising obesity rates. Individuals, the private sector, and the public sector all have obligations to
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combat obesity. In the next chapter, I will be focusing specifically on the public sector because I believe a significant government intervention is required for a substantial improvement to occur. Specifically, I will argue why it is morally permissible (in fact, required) to implement regulations in order to reduce obesity.
Chapter 2: An Argument For Food Regulation Due To A Lack Of Informed Consent

I have established in Chapter 1 that obesity is a public health issue that will best be solved through government intervention. In this chapter, I will argue why the government is morally required to regulate food. The United States currently regulates risky activities including other drugs, consuming alcohol, and driving a vehicle. These activities are regulated differently including age restrictions, license requirements, and labeling requirements. Although each activity carries unique risks, they are all permissible forms of soft paternalism because they only constrain the choices of the young and/or uninformed. The hope is that informed adult individuals are less likely to engage in potentially harmful acts because they understand the consequences of their actions. However, ignorance can undermine an adult’s capacity to make a risky decision--if someone is uninformed, he or she cannot make a competent choice. If they ultimately choose to engage in risky behavior, adults are liable for their actions.

I am arguing that eating food can be a risky behavior; therefore people should be informed before they have the right to engage in such behavior. Obesity has become such a widespread epidemic because many people do not understand that they engage in “risky eating” every day. By creating regulation measures to inform Americans of the risks of eating unhealthily, more people will be competent to avoid becoming obese or and improve their health.

My argument will be as follows: first, I will demonstrate that the United States already regulates other risky behaviors to ensure informed consent. I will explain the current regulation policies
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such as those of tobacco and alcohol and why these policies are good. Next, I will demonstrate that obesity is morally equivalent to alcohol and tobacco misuse. Therefore, because it is morally permissible to regulate tobacco and alcohol, it is also appropriate to regulate food.

1. Current Risky Behavior Regulation Policies

In this section, I argue that the general public of the United States consents to the already enacted regulation policies of risky behaviors/substances. I will outline the regulation policies of alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, and driving. I will explain what the regulation policies are, as well as establish that they have been effective in improving health outcomes. Many people may shudder when they first hear the suggestion that food should be regulated. Food is a critical part of peoples’ lives—it provides sustenance, is essential to cultural identity, and many people shape their daily schedule around meals. Many people fear that regulating food would compromise their lives dramatically. However, by evaluating regulation policies of other risky behaviors, we can begin to understand how food regulations could viably be implemented.

1.1 Why Regulating Tobacco is Good

First let’s look at how smoking tobacco is regulated. The current regulation policy states that a person must be 18 years old to purchase and smoke tobacco. This policy was enacted to prevent young people from bodily harm and to reduce the likelihood of developing an addiction. Young people are considered to have limited autonomy because they are not
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adequately educated and are their parents’ responsibility. Therefore, people under the age of 18 are not competent to fully realize the risks of smoking and are prevented from harming themselves. To further education people on the risks of smoking, cigarette manufacturers are required to print risk labels on their cartons with graphic images of a smoker’s lungs. These labels serve as a frequent reminder that the smoker is engaging in a risky activity.  

While it is difficult to pinpoint the effectiveness of each regulation policy, the data indicates that the regulation of tobacco use improves health outcomes. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), 18.2% of adults smoked in 2011, which was a significant decrease from 42.4% in 1965. Consumption levels peaked in 1981 and have declined ever since.  

Smoking rates have decreased because many older people have quit smoking, and young people are less likely to pick up that habit. However, public health officials worry because the rate of decrease in consumption has leveled off; in other words, public health officials are worried that their anti-smoking (and general tobacco use) campaigns and policies may need revision because the number of tobacco users is stagnant. Since the eighties, tobacco-related illnesses and deaths have decreased along with consumption rates.  

Although this is a major victory for public health officials, tobacco-related illnesses remain the largest cause of preventable death. Overall, the data indicates that regulations have been effective in educating the public on the risks of smoking as well as decreasing overall smoking rates. New regulation and/or education strategies may need to be employed to continue the trend of decreasing tobacco use. Regardless of the
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future of tobacco regulation, it is clear that tobacco regulations have successfully prevented engaging in risky behavior without consent and health outcomes have improved.

1.2 Why Regulating Alcohol is Good

Alcohol consumption is regulated in a similar fashion. The U.S. law requires consumers to be at least 21 years old to purchase or drink alcohol.\(^95\) This law was enacted to protect drinkers from harming their bodies as well as to reduce driving while intoxicated. Similar to tobacco regulations, alcohol bottles and advertisements must clearly print risk labels. Both tobacco and alcohol advertisements are banned in certain locations, such as near schools or in certain publications. The specific age at which consumers should be allowed to purchase alcohol is frequently debated, however, officials agree that alcohol regulation is necessary. \(^96\)

Overall, alcohol regulations have been largely successful. Per capita alcohol consumption in the United States has fallen by about 20% from 1979 to 2000. \(^97\) In 2010, the rate of alcohol-impaired driving fatalities per 100,000 people was 3.3, signifying a 64% decrease since 1982, when this statistic began being tracked. \(^98\) From 1991 to 2010, drunk driving fatalities for drivers under 21 years old decreased 57% and drunk driving fatalities overall decreased 35%. In addition, the rates of binge drinking among college students decreased 16% from 1991 to 2011, which was last recorded at 36%. \(^99\) Even underage drinking across all age groups has decreased since 1991. \(^100\) Despite the decline, there are concerns that the currently regulations are not
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effective enough and need improvement due to the high numbers of underage drinkers and binge drinkers in high school and college. Almost 10 million Americans ages 12 to 20 report that they have consumed alcohol in the past 30 days.\textsuperscript{101} According to the 2011 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, the rate of current alcohol consumption increases with increasing age according to from 2\% at age 12 to 21\% at age 16, and 55\% at age 20.\textsuperscript{102}

Although regulations have not eliminated underage drinking or alcohol-related driving fatalities, the data indicates that having alcohol regulations in place has improved health outcomes due to reduced alcohol consumption and alcohol-related fatalities.\textsuperscript{103} According to a report from the World Health Organization, “The harmful use of alcohol results in approximately 2.5 million deaths each year, with a net loss of life of 2.25 million, taking into account the estimated beneficial impact of low levels of alcohol use on some diseases in some population groups.” Decreasing alcohol use improves health outcomes across global populations because the harmful use of alcohol is a major contributing factor to death, disease and injury. Reducing the consumption of harmful amounts of alcohol will make drinkers less likely to become alcohol dependent, to develop liver cirrhosis, cancers and injuries. Lowering alcohol consumption in a population will also lessen the likelihood of intoxicated people harming others through drink driving, violent acts, or through the impact of drinking on fetus and child development.\textsuperscript{104}

\subsection*{1.3 Regulating Marijuana: A Case of Changing Perceptions}

Marijuana regulation is an interesting case because regulation policies are not consistent across all fifty states. Selling marijuana is currently a federal crime, but some states regulate it
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with more flexibility. In California, it is legal to purchase and use marijuana if a person has a medical license to do so. Marijuana growers are also required to obtain a license. 105 In 2012, Colorado legalized the possession of marijuana for all citizens who are at least 21 years old. 106 It is unclear how the conflicting state and federal regulations will be upheld in the courts. The evolution in marijuana regulation indicates that banning the use of risky substances may not be the best policy. It is too soon to tell whether or not legalizing marijuana use will lead to worse health outcomes. Clearly marijuana has been used in the United States despite the federal ban, so modifying regulation strategies may increase responsible use of this risky behavior. 107 I highlight the changing perceptions of marijuana use in the US because it indicates that citizens are likely to change their beliefs on the use of other risky substances as well. Perceptions of the use and regulation of alcohol has changed dramatically as well, ranging from prohibition in the 1920s to current proposals for the drinking age to be lowered to 18 on college campuses. 108 Since it is evident that Americans are using marijuana despite the federal ban, it may be beneficial for the government to revise its regulation policy. Just as banning marijuana has not been an effective policy, banning foods products may not be the best method of regulation policy to improve American eating habits. However, it is not reasonable to conclude that all regulation policies should be discounted simply because one method is ineffective. 109 Regulating risky substances is not all-or-nothing; policies can be crafted to influence behavior without banning substances outright. Just because a substance is regulated ineffectively does not mean it should not be
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regulated at all. Just as there are more creative and effective ways to regulate marijuana, there are many alternatives to food regulation than outright bans. In Chapter 3, I will explore other policy options that are more viable.

### 1.4 Why Regulating Driving is Good

The last risky behavior I would like to discuss is driving regulations. Although driving does not entail the consumption of a potentially harmful substance, it is regulated to prevent drivers from harming themselves as others. The United States requires citizens to obtain a drivers license by taking a driver’s education and safety course. There are also age restrictions to obtain a license that varies by state, but is generally 16 years old. Driving is regulated because studies show that drivers are safer once they have reached a certain level of brain development, which is believed to be around 16 years old, hence the age restriction. There is controversy over what that appropriate age to allowing driving is, but the bottom line that having an age restriction saves lives.\(^{10}\)

Driving regulations have improved health outcomes in terms of reduced driving-related mortalities and injuries. According to the Census data, the fatality rate across the US in deaths per 100 million miles traveled dropped from 2.1 in 1990 to 1.1 in 2009.\(^{11}\) This significant drop in accidents and fatalities can be partially attributed to driving safety regulations. Operating a vehicle requires understanding complicated equipment, a variety of exterior signals such as road signs, and the ability to navigate a distracting environment. Without regulations, drivers would put others at risk by operating high-speed equipment without developing the proper driving
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skills. Traditional pre-licensing driver education typically requires 30 hours of classroom instruction and 6-10 hours of in-vehicle guidance. Drivers’ education has been proven to effectively teach the rules of driving. However, most people get into car accidents because they of inexperience and risk-taking. Creating age-restrictions and licensing requirements enables officials to establish standards of competence to minimize the number of drivers who are likely to drive in a risky manner. Creating drivers license requirements ensured that drivers knew the rules of the road before getting behind the wheel. This includes understanding speed limits, traffic signals, and defensive driving strategies. If all drivers are familiar with safe driving practices, accidents are less likely to occur. 112 113

Graduated Driving Licensing (GDL) programs have also proven to be effective in improving driver safety by reducing the number of distractions and risks new drivers face during the initial learning period. GDL programs comprise of three stages (the learner’s permit, provisional license, and full license) that slowly introduce novice drivers to high-risk driving situations such as nighttime driving, driving with passengers, and driving after consuming any amount of alcohol. Drivers are required to demonstrate their capabilities to drive during each stage of licensing before advancing to the next level. 114 All 50 states and the District of Columbia adopted GDL programs between 1996 and 2011, and NIH-supported research shows that such programs reduced the rate of fatal crashes among 16-17-year-olds by 8 to 14 percent. 115 The report found that reductions in fatal crashes were greatest in states that had adopted graduated driver licensing laws in combination with mandatory seat belt laws or laws requiring a loss of the
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driver’s license as a penalty for possession or use of alcohol by youth aged 20 or younger. Even better outcomes were found when policies limiting night driving or driving with teenaged passengers were enacted in combination with graduated licensing laws. Researchers at the Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation (PIRE) created a study using the Fatality Analysis Reporting System to measure the effectiveness of GDL programs by comparing the rate of fatal crashes among 16-17 year olds and 21-25 year olds across all 50 states using data from 1990 to 2007.\textsuperscript{116} The most effective legislation had at least five of seven key elements:

1. A minimum age of 16 for a learner's permit
2. A mandatory waiting period of at least six months before a driver with a learner’s permit can apply for a provisional license
3. A requirement for 50 to 100 hours of supervised driving
4. A minimum age of 17 for a provisional license
5. Restrictions on driving at night
6. A limit on the number of teenage passengers allowed in the car
7. A minimum age of 18 for a full license \textsuperscript{117}

I highlight this research to demonstrate the measuring the effectiveness of any given policy is challenging. We often see the best results when a multifaceted approach is used to tackle an
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issue. Driving regulations provide a nice comparison of the comprehensive approach that will be required to reduce obesity.

With age restriction policies, it is highly controversial to determine the appropriate age cut-off. It is inevitable that younger drivers will have more accidents because they are less experienced, however, there is evidence age directly impacts drivers’ abilities to drive safely. Young people have not finished cognitive development and there is significant evidence demonstrating their decreased risk-assessment abilities and shorter attention spans than older drivers.118 In order to determine whether or not driving age restrictions are effective (and at what age they should be implemented), researchers have at the rates of vehicle accidents across states with different age restrictions. New Jersey has the highest age requirement to obtain a driver’s license at the age of 17. The youngest age requirement is 14, in South Dakota. An analysis conducted by researchers for the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety compared fatal crashes of teenage drivers in neighboring states New Jersey and Connecticut. Comparing 16-year-old drivers, in New Jersey 4.4 drivers per 100,000 population were in fatal crashes during the study years, compared with 20.7 per 100,000 in Connecticut. The researchers attributed this statistic to the fact that drivers must be 17 years old in order to get a license in New Jersey, and only 16 in Connecticut. Adrian Lund, president of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, said in response to the study, “The bottom line is that when we look at the research, raising the driving age saves lives.”119 Enforcing age requirements for driving is not unique to the United States—many industrialized countries in Europe and elsewhere have a driving age of 17 or 18. There is debate today that the driving age should be raised to 18; data from New Jersey and countries
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where the driving age is 18 have lower rates of car accidents, which support this proposal.\footnote{120}{“ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS DEATH RATE BY COUNTRY”; “Teen Driving Age Should Be Raised, Says Auto Safety Group.”}

Regardless of the appropriate age for regulation, it is clear that these policies are beneficial and have saved lives.

### 1.5 Other Examples of Informed Consent Regulations

We use age restriction and information requirement policies in other contexts that are not viewed as controversial. The United States has informed consent requirements in medicine to ensure patients understand and can evaluate the risks before undergoing a procedure or taking a medication. We also require consumers to sign contracts indicating their consent before renting a car or hotel room, or getting a loan. We have gone as far as requiring credit card contacts to be written in lay terms to ensure people can fully understand contracts before they sign them. The Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 was passed to combat the data indicating that 4 out of 5 Americans could not understand their credit card contracts. This resulted in credit card holders racking up fines and sometimes going into debt because they did not understand the policies that they consented to.\footnote{121}{Connie Prater, “U.S. Credit Card Agreements Unreadable to 4 Out of 5 Adults.”} When the bill passed, President Obama said, “With this new law, consumers will have the strong and reliable protections they deserve. We will continue to press for reform that is built on transparency, accountability, and mutual responsibility – values fundamental to the new foundation we seek to build for our economy.”\footnote{122}{“Fact Sheet.”}

I believe this concept should be applied to food. People should understand the risks of eating unhealthy products before consumption. Although food-labeling requirements exist to help consumers make informed food choices, there risks involved with eating unhealthy products that
consumers may not be aware of. For example, consumers may know that eating excess sugar is unhealthy, but they may not fully understand the risks of eating a high-sugar diet.

2. Regulation is Good on Moral Grounds

I have just established empirically that public health regulations are effective. Now I will demonstrate why regulation is good morally. Most Americans have an internalized approval of paternalistic public health regulations. Seat belt laws are the quintessential paternalist laws, and the general public complies and seems to support these laws. Whereas other driving regulations protect both the driver and others on the road, seat belt laws only protect the drivers themselves. Seat belt laws grant the government the authority to override the citizens’ autonomy in order to protect their livelihood. The American people have accepted this policy. In 1977, a Gallup Poll found that 78% of Americans opposed seat belt laws, when the policies were just being drafted. In 2011, 85% of Americans report wearing a seat belt every time they are in a vehicle. Despite its gains in road safety outcomes, the US is not the leader in road safety—the countries with better outcomes treat traffic safety “as much more of a public health problem than does the United States.”

The lesson to be learned from seat belt regulation history is that public opinion on public health policies can change dramatically as health outcomes improve. Obesity regulation is one of many public health issues that can—and should—be addressed through regulation policies. While a government food intervention may not be popular now, I
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believe the public will eventually support regulation if it leads to decreased obesity rates and improved quality of life for millions of Americans.

2.1 We Are Our Own Experts—Except When We Are Not Informed

John Stuart Mill argues that individuals are experts on their own needs, and his general harm principle states that the government can only exert control over its citizens to prevent people from harming others. However, Mill clarifies that people may not always be competent to make the best judgments. His example of the bridge can be applied to the obesity dilemma. Mill writes:

If either a public officer or any one else saw a person attempting to cross a bridge which had been ascertained to be unsafe, and there were no time to warn him of his danger, they might seize him and turn him back without any real infringement of his liberty; for liberty consists in doing what one desires, and he does not desire to fall into the river. Nevertheless, when there is not a certainty, but only a danger of mischief, no one but the person himself can judge of the sufficiency of the motive which may prompt him to incur the risk: in this case, therefore, (unless he is a child, or delirious, or in some state of excitement or absorption incompatible with the full use of the reflecting faculty,) he ought, I conceive, to be only warned of the danger; not forcibly prevented from exposing himself to it. Similar considerations, applied to such a question as the sale of poisons, may enable us to decide which among the possible modes of regulation are or are not contrary to principle. Such a precaution, for example, as that of labeling the drug with some word expressive of its dangerous character, may be enforced without violation of
liberty: the buyer cannot wish not to know that the thing he possesses has poisonous qualities.\textsuperscript{127}

The regulation policies I have discussed so far are compatible with this ideology. Just as it is permissible to require that people know what they are buying or that they know they are approaching a dangerous bridge, it is permissible to enact regulations to ensure people are capable of making judgments about the risks of engaging in risky behavior. Ultimately, the US government allows 18 year olds to use tobacco and 21 year olds to drink alcohol if they choose. Along with the age restrictions, consumers are continually faced with warning labels to guarantee people the opportunity to assess the risks before engaging in activities that could lead to harm. Overall, the government has created policies to protect people from hurting themselves because they are incompetent to choose otherwise. This rationale should not be exclusive to alcohol and tobacco regulations.

\textbf{2.2 Obesity Is Not Morally Different From Tobacco and Alcohol}

Having now established that regulation of incompetent choices is not only permissible, but is also good, we can now turn our attention to food choices. Many people qualify as incompetent regarding dietary choices according to Mill’s description above. If people do not truly understand the risks and consequences of drinking sodas and eating fast food every day, then they are not capable of making the best decisions for themselves. People may be incompetent to make smart food choices either due to poor judgment ability (which may come with age), or due to a lack of information. If measure of competence could be established (either an licensing requirement or an age restriction), then it would be reasonable to allow people to eat
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a poor diet. In fact, Mill would argue that individuals who are competent could not be prevented from eating their preferred diet. With tobacco, 18-year-olds are deemed competent enough to evaluate the costs and benefits of smoking. Smokers are reminded of risks of their behavior by seeing the graphic warning labels on cigarettes every time they have a pack in their hands. Ultimately, individuals are autonomous, and the government does not strive to reduce that autonomy. Instead, the government creates policies to educate individuals so that they are rightfully liable for their own behavior. The government has worked hard to publicize the health detriments of smoking, yet it ultimately must allow competent people to smoke. Likewise, the government has an obligation to ensure the masses are educated on the risks of eating a poor diet in order to make individuals liable for their obese condition.

I will now show that food choices qualify as incompetent in the same way that other self-harming choices are incompetent without regulations. I will demonstrate that people do not know how to eat well, they are eating whatever they want without considering the consequences, that their eating habits are negatively affected by advertising for unhealthy products, and that many food abusers qualify as addicts. The climate of unregulated food is very similar to the pre-tobacco regulation era. Just as smoking evolved from being perceived as an autonomous choice to a public health hazard, the American perception of obesity can progress with regulations.

2.3 Harm to Self: People Don’t Know How to Eat Well

In Chapter 1, I established the severity of the obesity epidemic. Once again, about one-third of adults and almost 17% of children in the United States are obese. People do not become overweight or obese by choice; they feel powerless in their condition. Every person’s story of how they became overweight is unique. Some people do not have access to healthy foods and are
victims of food deserts. Others grew up in a family where proper portion sizes were never taught and obesity was inevitable. Some people seek comfort in food after traumatic events. Many people simply have hectic lifestyles and rely on processed food because they don’t know how to feed themselves and manage the rest of their lives in a better manner. Regardless of how one becomes overweight, it is clear that there is a need for resources to educate the public on proper nutrition and expand access to healthy foods.

How did America become full of people who feel powerless over their dietary choices? Obesity fundamentally stems from a net caloric increase due to either increased food or decreased physical activity. Although decreased levels of physical activity have been documented in many populations, I will focus on the food consumption aspect of obesity. (I will explain my preference for emphasizing food instead of physical activity later in the chapter). Overall, people are consuming foods that are widely accessible and heavily marketed without understanding the effects of those foods on their bodies. Many independent organizations including the USDA have studied American eating habits and food purchase trends extensively since the 1950s. This research has been used to identify many causes of weight gain. First we will look how the American diet has evolved, after which we will see the health effects of those foods.

2.4 We Are Eating “Whatever We Want”

According to the USDA, the average American daily caloric intake rose from 2,234 in 1970 to 2,757 in 2003--this signifies an increase of 523 calories per day. 128 These calories come from several sources. A Gallup poll found that 48% of Americans consume soda every day,

128 “The Average American Daily Caloric Intake.”
which has been found to be one of the leading contributing foods to the obesity epidemic. 129

Other studies have found that 25% of Americans consume fast food every day, and 70% of American adults admit to eating “pretty much whatever they want”. This translates to an average of 52 teaspoons of added sugars per day. In addition to an increase in sugar consumption, meat and dairy (especially cheese) consumption have risen significantly. This means that fat consumption has increased, although the harmful effects of a high-fat diet were communicated effectively and leaner meats and low-fat dairy products have become more common. Not only are Americans eating too much sugar and fat, they are consuming less than the recommended amounts of fruits and vegetables. More specifically, less than a third of the population eats more than one fruit per day, and only about a quarter eats more than two vegetables per day. Clearly there is a gap between the USDA’s dietary guidelines and American eating habits.130

It is not only established that Americans are not eating well, but there is data that explicitly shows the health effects of consuming specific foods. A 20-year study published in the New England Journal of Medicine found that during each four-year increment, poor food choices contributed to an average of 4 pounds gained. Potato chips were found to be the single largest contributing food to weight gain; “Each daily serving containing 1 ounce (about 15 chips and 160 calories) led to a 1.69-pound gain over four years. That's compared to sweets and desserts, which added 0.41 pound.”131 Soda added a pound, and an alcoholic drink a day added 0.41-pound. Other lifestyle factors were measured such as watching an hour of TV a day, sleeping less than 6-8 hours, and cigarette smoking, but none of these factors had as strong an impact as diet.

---
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However, all of these factors contributed to weight gain, with the average person gaining 17 pounds during the 20-year period.\textsuperscript{132}

Not only are Americans not eating well, they are not very concerned about their eating habits. According to the 2002 survey “Trends—Consumer Attitudes and the Supermarket” conducted by the Food Marketing Institute, the highest reported nutrition concern was people’s fat consumption (49%). This was followed by concern about sugar (18%), salt (17%), and cholesterol (16%) consumption. It is surprising that calorie consumption consistently ranks toward the bottom of consumer nutrition concerns. The fact that Americans are consuming excess calories yet they do not recognize that it is the root of the obesity epidemic. There is an educational void that needs to be filled in order to improve health outcomes.\textsuperscript{133}

Just as we do not expect Americans to independently obtain information to become a safe driver, we cannot assume people will become informed about and practice proper nutritional guidelines. In other domains, we mandate education or set age restrictions to ensure people are competent when choosing to engage in risky activities. In the current state of affairs, we treat food consumption differently than other risky behaviors. Every time a person opens a packet of cigarettes he or she sees a warning label about the risks of getting lung cancer. Yet there are no warning labels placed on potato chips. Perhaps even worse, some junk foods have “smart options” labels, highlighting low fat or reduced sugar. For example, although Lays baked chips are healthier than Lays traditional potato chips, they are by no means healthy. According to an article in the Los Angeles Times, “Critics say Smart Choices won't help end confusion because its nutrition standards are far too lenient. They see the program as an attempt by food companies
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to bill less-than-stellar processed foods as nutritious."\(^{134}\) This is not to say it is wrong for companies to highlight their healthier options; the point is that beyond nutrient food labels, there are no requirements for food companies to publicize the risks of eating their products. The unregulated food climate has left consumers uninformed and incompetent to choose their unhealthy condition.

### 2.5 Limited Information Plus Junk Food Marketing Equals a Negative Reinforcement Trap

Currently, too many people are obese because they are ill equipped to live better. Some people do not have a basic understanding of their nutritional needs, while others do not know how to eat healthily within their economic means. Regardless of the root of their condition, all people should have the opportunity to be healthy. Instead, many people are stuck in a state of ignorance and incompetence. These people helplessly eat their way towards obesity, and the government blames the individuals for their condition. It is unreasonable to expect a different outcome without providing people with realistic opportunities to become informed in order to make healthy food decisions. Food is morally equivalent to all risky substances; people should not be exposed to consume these substances without being informed on the possible consequences.

The question is: where do people learn about nutrition? Answers vary drastically because there is not a standard method for learning about nutrition in the United States. Children learn about nutrition and portion sizes from their parents through experience. Some parents are conscious about educating their children on the importance of a balanced diet, but the high overweight population indicates that we cannot expect parents to properly educate their children.

\(^{134}\) MacVean, “‘Smart Choice’ Food Label.”
I have already established that many people are ill informed on proper nutrition; therefore an external intervention is required to educate the public. Other than learning from family and friends, people obtain nutrition information from television programs, the Internet, and advertisements.\textsuperscript{135} The underlying problem is that consumers must be proactive to learn about proper nutrition.

To make matters worse, the most widespread source of information about food that is guaranteed to reach consumers is advertisements, especially for junk foods. The New York Times recently covered a story about a team of researchers that walked every street in 228 census tracts around Los Angeles and New Orleans and recorded every outdoor advertisement they saw. In addition, their team surveyed 2,881 residents of the same census tracts by telephone to collect data on their height, weight and other information. The study found that “For every 10 percent increase in food advertisements, the odds of being obese increased by 5 percent.”\textsuperscript{136} There is not enough data to prove that the advertisements cause obesity; these variables could simply be correlated or the causation could even run the opposite direction than policy-makers suggest. However, there is significant evidence that junk food advertising does lead to increased caloric consumption. A study from the Rudd Center for Food Policy & Obesity at Yale University found that children exposed to advertisements for high-calorie and nutrient-poor foods consume more unhealthy foods, regardless of the specific product and brand being marketed.\textsuperscript{137} There is a greater body of literature about the impact of junk food advertising on childhood obesity than for adults. It is not surprising because children are not considered competent to make other potentially risky decisions as I have discussed earlier in the chapter. There is some evidence to
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suggest that junk food advertisements affect adults as well, although we are a long way from declaring a direct causation of obesity due to advertisements. In Psychology Today, a 2010 study demonstrated that junk food ads prime both children and adults to eat more calories. The team from Yale studied the effects of TV food commercials in two experiments—one focused on children and one on adults.\(^{138}\) Both populations watching a TV show (children watched cartoons, adults watched a comedy show) and were manipulated by varying the content of ads shown in the commercials breaks. The children and adults either saw ads for junk food or ads that were not related to food. For the children, snack foods were available while they watched the cartoon. The adults tasted and rated various foods after watching the show in an apparently unrelated study. The adult study included an additional control condition in which some people saw nutritional food ads, which did not prime participants to eat more food. The studies found that junk food commercials caused children and adults to eat, and surprisingly people were not aware that the ads were causing them to eat.\(^{139}\) The study demonstrated that the advertisements did not make people eat the particular products advertised; participants would simply eat whatever was available. The study suggests that one possible mechanism is that the ads triggered a craving for the pleasure associated with eating, therefore people wanted to eat regardless of the product being advertised.\(^{140}\) I highlight these studies to demonstrate how powerful junk food advertising is. It is unreasonable to expect people to make smart food choices when they are bombarded with advertisements for junk foods and infrequently receive information about the risks of eating those foods.
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The good news is that there is plenty of good information available to the public. The USDA has created a plethora of resources for various target audiences to learn about proper nutrition. The problem is that there are few effective efforts to disseminate that information. Health care professionals and educators are the primary users of many nutrition and health resources created by government-run organizations. There need to be more outlets with these resources so that people do not have to actively seek out information to avoid becoming obese—a proactive approach will improve health outcomes. I propose that nutrition education becomes a mandatory part of the US education system, which I will elaborate on in the third chapter.

2.6 Like Tobacco and Alcohol, Junk Food is Addictive

The instinctual argument is to leave food unregulated because food is required for life, whereas tobacco, alcohol, and drugs are not. However, not all foods are created equal. Although it is established that humans have carbohydrate, fat, and protein consumption requirements, there is no singular food that is essential to life (with the exception of water). Food manufacturers have long resisted regulations by arguing that all foods are fine in moderation—this statement is true. Likewise, it is reasonable to argue that tobacco, alcohol and drugs are also safe to use in moderation. Tobacco, alcohol and drugs are regulated to promote responsible use of these risky substances, which we have already established are effective. The problem is that people do not eat unhealthy foods in moderation yet there is no moral difference between junk foods and other risky substances. In fact, there is a growing body of research demonstrating that junk foods are addictive, which further reinforces the similarities between these risky substances.
According to an article in the New York Times there has been, “a conscious effort — taking place in labs and marketing meetings and grocery-store aisles — to get people hooked on foods that are convenient and inexpensive.” Beginning with a meeting in 1999 among the food manufacturing empires Kraft, Nabisco, General Mills, Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola and Mars, the junk food industry has been aware of the risks of eating high quantities of sugar, salt and fat. Yet the drive for profits has long outweighed social responsibility, and fast food manufacturers have developed products with the goal of getting people to become regular consumers. In other words, companies may claim they have to right to sell unhealthy food because it is healthy in moderation, yet they aim to get consumers to become “heavy users.” One employee from Coca-Cola explained that the company aims drive more ounces into more bodies more often. This mentality is not unique to Coca-Cola.

Let’s return to the New England Journal of Medicine study about the weight gain attributed to each junk food. It is now scientifically understood why potato chips are the largest weight-inducing food. “The coating of salt, the fat content that rewards the brain with instant feelings of pleasure, the sugar that exists not as an additive but in the starch of the potato itself — all of this combines to make it the perfect addictive food,” according to Eric Rimm, an associate professor of epidemiology and nutrition at the Harvard School of Public Health and one of the study’s authors. Lay’s motto, “Betcha can’t eat just one” isn’t just a dare—potato chips are engineered to prevent people from having the willpower to eat a limited quantity. The tactic behind these addictive foods is called vanishing caloric density—a notion that “If something melts down quickly, your brain thinks that there’s no calories in it . . . you can just keep eating it forever.” Therefore eating junk food is risky because it is addictive, which almost guarantees

---
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people will incur health problems due to long-term junk food use. People deserve to know the risks of eating junk food before they become addicted and cannot control their cravings for harmful foods. 

3. How to Regulate Food—Not an All-or-Nothing Principle

It will be a fierce political battle to determine which foods will be regulated and which tactics will be most effective. Government officials may feel strongly that certain foods are riskier to consume than others, however, just because this debate is somewhat subjective does not mean regulation should not be considered. Just as tobacco, marijuana, and other drugs that can be consumed via smoking are regulated independently, food regulation can be regulated on an individualized basis. Regulation does not follow an all-or-nothing principle. Different foods may pose different dietary risks. For example, sugar’s impact on the body is different from fat. Whereas explicitly regulating specific products would result in strong lobbying efforts from the targeted industries, creating regulation categories could be effective in reducing the subjectivity of which products are regulated. For example instead of explicitly regulating potato chips, regulating foods with a certain levels of fat would be a less biased way to moderate unhealthy food consumption. There could be exemptions within these categories, such as excluding nuts and other “healthy fats” from certain policies in order to comprehensively promote a healthy diet. This style of regulation is already happening in New York with sugary drink regulations (which are often cited as a “soda tax”).

Food regulation is not morally different from other substance regulation because it can come in many forms. It may seem unrealistic to ban the production and sales of specific foods, just as some drugs are outright criminalized. Food regulations could come in the form of age
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restrictions, licensing requirements, warning labels, and advertising restrictions. I will explore policy options in the third chapter. The takeaway message is that just because one form of regulation may be inappropriate for food does not mean all forms of regulation are incongruous.

4. Objections to Food Regulation

There are countless objections to regulating food. Some people will disagree with my argument on the fundamental principle that autonomy trumps public health gains, regardless of the degree of progress achieved. I do not expect to win over these Kantians, although I will address them in the third chapter. I will now counter several other objections that are more practical in natural, rather than philosophical.

4.1 Why Focus on Nutrition Instead of Physical Activity

Although exercise and diet are critical factors for maintaining a healthy body weight, there is evidence that diet a stronger determinant of health outcomes than physical activity. One study found that people who believe diet is more important than exercise have a lower body weight than vice versa. The study concluded that people who believe exercise is a stronger determinant than nutrition tend to consume more calories than those who emphasize the importance of eating properly. Another study compared African American women in Chicago with women in rural Nigeria to determine why the Nigerian women weigh less on average. Although the researchers hypothesized that the Nigerian women would be more active, they were surprised to find that both populations had similar levels of physical activity, but their diets
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differed significantly. Fitness is important for reducing mortality because it strengthens the vital organs, such as increasing cardiac output and lung capacity. However, multiple studies have shown that many people who begin an exercise program lose little or no weight. Although policy makers would like for Americans to be physically active and improve their overall fitness, it is essential to help Americans lose weight in order to improve health outcomes. Focusing policies on exercise will not lead to significant weight loss required to negate the effects of obesity. It is important for people to eat a balanced diet and exercise in order to live a healthy lifestyle, however, I believe it is more important and will be more effective to focus political efforts on the dietary aspect of obesity to reduce the epidemic’s burden on society.

4.2 The Paternalist Objection

One objection to regulating food is that the government would be acting paternalistic. Scholar James Wilson from the Philosophy, Justice, and Health and Comprehensive Biomedical Research Center at the University College London explains why this argument is weak. Wilson defines paternalism by three features. “…First, it involves an interference with either the liberty or autonomy of the person subjected to the paternalism. Second, the interference is done without the consent of the person interfered with. Third, the interference is undertaken in order to benefit the person interfered with.” Anti-paternalists argue that sovereignty always takes precedence over preventing harm. However, this argument is not applicable in societies where we have consented to abide by organizations that set public policies. Feinberg, an anti-paternalist, supports this claim. He states:
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When most of the people subject to a coercive rule approve of the rule, and it is legislated (interpreted, applied by the courts, defended in argument, understood to function) for their sakes, and not for the purpose of imposing safety or prudence on the unwilling minority (‘against their will’), then the rationale of the rule is not paternalistic. In that case we can attribute to it as its ‘purpose’ the enablement of the majority to achieve a collective good, and not, except incidentally as an unintended byproduct, the enforcement of prudence on the minority.\(^\text{149}\)

On Feinberg’s account, public health policies are permissible because they are inherent in the government’s purpose to promote the collective good. Therefore if people are opposed to food regulations, they are in fact opposed to public policy and our government as a whole. Thus, this argument does not support the claim that food regulation specifically is paternalistic and morally wrong.

4.3 The Libertarian Objection

Libertarians may object to regulating food because they believe they have the right not to know about the risks of eating certain foods. For example, people may wish to have the right to remain ignorant to the amount of calories they consume when they are out for dinner and eating a celebratory steak. In medical ethics, the need for an established “right not to know” stemmed from the discovery that the increasing knowledge about genetic predispositions to diseases could be an extra burden.\(^\text{150}\) However, the burden of knowledge about one’s genetics is not equivalent to knowledge about the risks of unhealthy eating behaviors. The difference is that people do not have control over their genetic makeup, whereas they can modify their eating habits to reduce the
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risk of disease. Banning certain foods would directly would infringe on people’s autonomy, which Libertarians value deeply. In order for people to exert their autonomy and make dietary choices, people cannot wish not to know the risks of eating certain foods. Returning to the quote I cited earlier by Mill, “the buyer cannot wish not to know that the thing he possesses has poisonous qualities.” Therefore Libertarians may be justified in opposing food bans, however, their argument over the “right not to know” is flawed because they cannot wish to harm themselves out of ignorance.

**Conclusion**

Regulating food will not be easy, however, that does not mean it is not worthwhile. There is no reason food regulation should be off the table, given that other risky behaviors and substances are regulated. I have established that Americans have already consented to regulations to ensure informed consent when engaging in many risky behaviors, and that these policies have improved health outcomes. Food is not morally different from other risky substances. It is also now evident that junk foods have an addictive quality, which further supports this claim. Therefore, if we accept the regulation of other risky substances and behaviors, there is no reason why food should remain unregulated. I will outline my proposal for effective food regulation in the next chapter, now that we have established the legitimacy of such policies.

---

Chapter 3: Consumer Protection: A New Vision for Food Policy

In Chapter 2, I established the importance of ensuring that American consumers can competently make informed choices. Now I will look at obesity prevention via food regulation through a consumer protection framework. Many of the regulations of risky behaviors that I discussed in the last chapter serve the common good as well as consumers’ rights. Organizations such as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) serve to prevent fraud, deception, and unfair business practices in the marketplace.\textsuperscript{152} As a result, the US government enforces policies to ensure consumers are not harmed by their purchasing decisions. For example, the FTC may take advertising agents to court if they believe an ad has the potential to deceive consumers.\textsuperscript{153} The FTC also enforces a wide variety of other consumer protection statutes relating to issues such as product warranties, product packaging and labeling, lending disclosures, "fair credit" billing and reporting procedures, telemarketing fraud prevention, children's online privacy protection, and identity theft prevention and detection.\textsuperscript{154} In addition, the government has created several online resources such as consumer.gov to help Americans make smart decisions such as managing their money and avoiding identity theft.\textsuperscript{155} In this chapter, I will review several of the risky behavior regulations from the previous chapter through the lens of consumer protection, as well as make several policy proposals for food regulation.

1. Age Restrictions
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One possibility is to view food choices as a matter of competence that comes with maturity. If this is true, policy makers could enact age restrictions on the purchase and/or consumption of unhealthy products. The US already enforces age restrictions on alcohol and tobacco use. Studies indicate that age restrictions on driving and purchasing alcohol lead to improved health gains.\textsuperscript{156} Legal driving ages were set based on scientific research on cognitive development. Although there is still debate today on what the most appropriate age cutoff is for driving regulations, both many policy makers and researchers determined that people 16 years old are able handle the distractions of the road.\textsuperscript{157} Some states (and other countries) enforce different age restrictions for driving, but there appears to be unanimity that this form of regulation is appropriate. Studies have found that there is a natural drivers’ experience variable at play regardless of the driving age; drivers are less likely to get into fatal accidents as they gain driving experience.\textsuperscript{158}

The legal drinking ages and legal driving ages are intertwined. One of the reasons why raising the minimum legal drinking age (MLDA) from 18 to 21 led to a decrease in mortality is because raising the drinking age reduced teenage drunk driving rates.\textsuperscript{159} Although it is still debated today, there are several studies (including an extremely thorough analysis in the July 2008 journal Accident Analysis and Prevention) that conclude raising the MLDA to 21 saves lives.\textsuperscript{160} The US has a long history of experimenting to determine the appropriate drinking age,
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but policy makers determined that people are most competent and have a reduced mortality rate with an MLDA of 21.\textsuperscript{161} Interestingly, there is a lack of convincing data that tobacco age restrictions are effective in reducing smoking.\textsuperscript{162} New York City is about to introduce legislation to change the minimum age for purchasing tobacco from 18 to 21. New York policy makers are aiming to make it more difficult for teenagers to obtain tobacco, since they are less likely to spend time with 21 year olds, rather than 18 year olds.\textsuperscript{163} It will be interesting to see how this legislation unfolds because it could set a precedent for more aggressive public health regulation despite a lack of scientific evidence of improved outcomes.

If there is a lesson to be learned from age restriction regulations, I believe it is that they will always be controversial and are not the most effective policy to deter risky behaviors. This is evident due to the prevalence of underage drinking and smoking in the US. While age regulations on food is a policy option, I believe this is not the most effective policy option because it will be met with heavy resistance and is not guaranteed to improve health outcomes. In addition, age restrictions would be difficult to enforce. It would be arbitrary to determine which foods should be regulated, and at what age people are competent to make food decisions. The factors than contribute to one’s ability to make food choices are complex; they include biological factors, environmental factors, and social factors. Some more specific examples include socioeconomic status, education, family and friends, attitudes and beliefs about food, psychological factors, different metabolism rates and biological taste preferences.\textsuperscript{164} I do not
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believe eating a poor diet is a result of age-related incompetence; therefore age restriction policies are not an effective method for reducing obesity.

Both age regulations and general food bans would also be challenging to implement because each food industry would argue that their food products should be exempt from regulation because they are can be eaten in moderation as part of a balanced diet. To demonstrate my point, let’s imagine soda is the first food item to be regulated by an age restriction. The soda and sweetened beverage industry would likely be the first proposed regulated food item because they do not have very much nutritional value and are linked to obesity. If such a policy was enacted, the soda industry could argue that sweetened dairy products such as chocolate milk should be regulated. Although chocolate milk is more nutritious than soda, it does contain excess sugar. Taking this example further, if chocolate milk were regulated, the milk industry could argue that sweetened/flavored yogurts should also be regulated. Soon Greek yogurt, the beloved health product, would be vilified for its sugar content. If all flavored dairy products were regulated with age restrictions then flavored milk and yogurt products could not be sold directly to children, including school lunches. I suspect such a policy would lead to a calcium deficit and other unforeseen consequences. Although this example may seem extreme, the point is that there would have to be an arbitrary limit to which foods are regulated. Each food industry could present a viable argument as to why another food group should be regulated, until all food groups would be regulated. This is a slippery slope policy that is not morally sound.

Realistically, food restriction policies are unlikely to be implemented due to the food industry’s political connections to lobbyists and policy-makers.
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2. Food Bans

Some public health paternalists support policy proposals to ban sodas and other junk foods in schools and other settings to make unhealthy food choices unavailable. For example in 2007, California passed legislation to ban sodas and certain junk foods (or “competitive foods”, as compete against the offerings of the national school lunch program) in vending machines in elementary and high schools.\footnote{166} The Center for Disease Control and Prevention conducted a study to measure the effectiveness of the policy, and the study concluded that of all the states considered, the students in California had the lowest average daily calorie count, as well as the lowest consumption of fat and added sugars.\footnote{167} The success of this policy had led policy makers to consider junk food bans in other settings. In April 2013, Rep. Alissa Keny-Guyer, D-Portland, sponsored HB 3403, which requires all food and drinks sold in public vending machines to meet health specifications. Specifically, snacks may not be more than 200 calories and may contain no more than 35 percent of their calories from fat or sugar.\footnote{168} I believe vending machine regulation is an effective way to motivate the food industry redesign healthier products for vending machines, as well as facilitate consumers’ efforts to make healthy food choices.

I think banning unhealthy foods from vending machines is an acceptable policy, but their effects will be limited. I believe it is possible and permissible for policy makers to expand where food bans are enacted, with the acknowledgement that junk foods will not be banned altogether. For example, junk food regulations could be extended to performance theaters, sporting venues, airports, and government buildings. This form of food regulation may be effective in improving
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health outcomes by decreasing mindless eating. Many people eat unhealthy foods at these sorts of venues out of habit. People mentally associate certain foods with locations, such as popcorn and movie theaters.\textsuperscript{169} Regulating the foods at locations with junk food associations will help consumers to build new, healthier relationships with food. In addition, many people may not be aware of how many calories they consume at these locations because they are distracted.\textsuperscript{170} Especially at locations such as movie theaters and sporting venues, people often consume unhealthy food without paying attention to their bodies. Banning junk foods in locations where people are likely to make mindless food choices will facilitate healthy food choices.

One could argue that if it is permissible to ban unhealthy foods from certain venues, we ought to ban the foods altogether. Such a policy proposal would be met with fierce opposition from the food industries, and much of the general public would be outraged. Returning to John Stuart Mill’s argument in the second chapter, I believe banning unhealthy foods altogether is morally impermissible because it infringes on their autonomy. If people are aware of the risks of eating certain foods and have access to healthier options, they should be permitted to consume junk food. What makes regulating junk foods at specific locations morally different from regulating foods altogether is that people’s capacity to make informed or competent decisions may be compromised in those settings.

On the more practical side, banning foods altogether would not be feasible, and would lead to a large black market. There is already a micro black market forming in schools where the competitive food regulations have been enacted. For example, “following the passage of the Texas Public School Nutrition Policy, which banned candy, enterprising students at Austin High began selling bags full of candy at premium prices, with some reportedly making up to $200 per
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Criminalizing unhealthy foods may have negative effects, such as making junk food a symbol of juvenile rebellion. One extreme blog describes the future should such a ban be passed as the following:

It starts with criminalizing soda “possession,” followed by arrests of people caught with “intent to distribute” soda. From there, it escalates into two guys who talked about distributing soda and are now being charged with “conspiracy to distribute an illegal substance,” which is of course a felony. Can you imagine these people winding up in the joint, next to a violent rapist who asks, “What are you in for?” “Pepsi.”

Although this vision is severe, it highlights how food bans may cause a cultural shift in perceptions of junk food, but may not change eating behaviors or health outcomes.

In addition to objections due to the difficulty of implementing a ban, some people may opposed to food bans based on cultural values. The United States is generally known for its opposition to “big government” regulations. In a study of cultural values across different countries, the US scores high on individualism, meaning that our citizens value independence. Americans have a general expectation that people will take care of themselves and their families, therefore the government doesn’t need to act as a “nanny state”. The US also scores relatively high on uncertainty avoidance, meaning we are more accepting to risk-taking and value freedom of expression. These underlying values make it clear that the public would not be in favor of the government controlling what foods a person can and cannot eat.

3. Labeling Requirements
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A more plausible solution would be to enact labeling requirements. Just as there are warnings on cigarette cartons that smoking causes cancer, there could be warnings on junk foods. For example, soda bottles could have a label reading “Regular consumption of sugar sweetened beverages causes weight gain, and could lead to obesity.” There have been other proposals to reform food labels in the US to facilitate consumers’ decision-making abilities. The Center for Science in the Public Interest made a comprehensive report and proposal for food labeling reform, which I support. The report cites Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner Dr. Margaret Hamburg, who said at the National Food Policy Conference in 2009:

[T]he public health importance of food labeling as an essential means for informing consumers about proper nutrition . . . has not been substantially addressed since the FDA implemented the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, more than 16 years ago . . . [W]e’ve seen the emergence of claims that may not provide the full picture of their products’ true nutritional value. It will be important to reestablish a science-based approach to protect the public.\textsuperscript{174}

Possible labeling reforms could include front-of-package labeling and improving the Nutrition Facts Panels (i.e. current labels). Nutrition label reform would mirror the credit card contract reform of 2009. CreditCards.com conducted a study that found four out of five Americans could not understand their credit card contacts. This meant that many credit card holders racked up fines because they did not comply with their contract—which they did unknowingly because they didn’t understand it.\textsuperscript{175} Congress solved this problem by passing a bill in 2009 requiring credit card contracts to present information in a manner that all consumers can easily interpret
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them (specifically at a ninth-grade reading level). Like credit card reform, food labels could be simplified so that more consumers understand the contents of their foods and how to make healthy food choices. Some suggestions in the Center for Science in the Public Interest’s report include simplifying serving size requirements (such as reporting a ½ cup serving instead of in ounces) and updating the recommended serving amounts. Suggested serving sizes on the current food labels are determined from the Reference Amount Customarily Consumed (RACC) data collected in 1977-78 and 1987-88 Nationwide Food Consumption Surveys developed by the USDA, which are out-of-date. Portion sizes have grown in the last 20 years, which means people are not eating the recommended portions. Either portions size could be regulated to reflect the RACCs, or (more likely) labels could report nutrition facts based on current perceptions of a portion size. “For example, the RACC for ice cream is ½ cup. Many consumers eat considerably more than that amount and may not realize that they need to recalculate the calorie information based on the number of servings they actually consume.”

I support one of the most controversial of the proposals for a bright label based on the colors of a traffic light. Traffic light labeling was initially proposed in Europe to address their rising obesity rates. This format of labeling is already in place voluntarily in some British supermarkets, which uses red, yellow and green circles to indicate how healthy products are in four categories: fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt. The EU began its nutrition labeling reform in 2008, due to their rising obesity rates. EU lawmakers ultimately chose in June 2010 a different food label because food industry groups claimed the traffic light label “patronized consumers and that consumers who strictly adhered to the green lights would not be able to eat a healthy
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diet." In addition, the Confederation of the Food and Drink Industries and its companies spent $1.45 trillion lobbying to assure the traffic light label did not get passed. While it is true that color-coding food choices simplifies the food decision-making process, I believe it would be a useful tool for many consumers to learn how to use food labels to make healthy food choices.

Traffic light inspired food labeling has been proven effective empirically. In 2012, Massachusetts General Hospital published a 9-month longitudinal study that assessed changes in purchases of healthy and unhealthy foods following several types of food interventions. The study’s first intervention was a traffic light-style color-coded labeling system in which green items represented healthy choices to be encouraged, yellow signified a warning that the product was high in sugar/fat/sodium etc., and red items signified unhealthy items to be avoided. The second intervention manipulated "choice architecture," meaning certain cafeteria items were rearranged physically to make green-labeled items more accessible and red-labeled items less accessible. Compared to white employees at baseline, Latino and black employees purchased more red items (18%, 28%, and 33%, respectively) and fewer green items (48%, 38%, and 33%). Labeling decreased all employees' red item purchases and increased green item purchases. More specifically, employees overall decreased red item purchases 11.2% during the labeling intervention and further decreased red purchases 4.1% during the choice architecture intervention. Interestingly, green purchases increased 6.6% during Phase 1, and then decreased 1.9% during Phase 2 relative to Phase 1; however it is important to notice both interventions led to healthier decision-making. The relative changes in purchases during Phase 1 and Phase 2 were
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similar across all racial/ethnicity and job-type categories, suggesting that the intervention consistently and uniformly impacted all subpopulations.\textsuperscript{183} This is one of several studies that have found traffic light labeling to be effective in guiding consumers to make health food choices, which has been met with support from much of the general public.\textsuperscript{184} I am not suggesting that this format is the only viable labeling option, but it is clear a color-coded system is easy to understand. Food label reform is a necessary consumer protection regulation to ensure that Americans are not mislead into making unhealthy food choices.\textsuperscript{185}

4. Junk Food Taxes

Another policy used to discourage use of risky substances is taxation, (e.g. tobacco and alcohol taxes). Junk foods could be taxed to incentivize healthy food choices and to fund obesity prevention programs. New York, Philadelphia, and California policy makers have discussed implementing junk food “sin” taxes, although none have be implemented to date. Other countries have implemented similar taxes, such as Denmark and Hungary. In 2011, Denmark introduced a 16 kroner ($2.7) tax per kilogram of saturated fats in all food products.\textsuperscript{186} The policy did not differentiate between highly processed foods and natural foods (such as butter or cheeses). The policy initially appeared to be a success, and many countries drafted policies based off of Denmark’s. However, in November 2012, the Danish government announced that they would be repealing the fat tax because it increased companies’ administrative costs and caused Danes to
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venture across the border to purchase their unhealthy snacks rather than change their diets.\textsuperscript{187} Hungary’s policy charges the equivalent of 50 U.S. cents on fatty foods plus higher tariffs on soda and alcohol to generate money for health care costs.\textsuperscript{188} These countries are using taxes as a method to fund health care costs and influence their citizens’ diets, even though their obesity rates are far below the US rates.\textsuperscript{189}

These policies are based on research that people’s food choices are affected by prices. In a 2010 study from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, participants consumed less of their calories from soda or pizza when there was a 10 percent increase in the price of either product.\textsuperscript{190} In this study, a $1.00 increase in soda prices was linked to a mean of 124 fewer total daily calories, which resulted in an average weight loss of 2.34 pounds. As for the pizza, a $1.00 increase in the price of both soda and pizza at the same time was associated with even larger reductions in total energy intake, body weight, and insulin resistance.\textsuperscript{191} There are several other studies that suggest that taxing unhealthy foods would lead to decreased consumption and improved health outcomes.\textsuperscript{192} The food industry will surely meet tax proposals with fierce opposition, yet I believe this is a viable policy option and a great way to fund health promotion initiatives.

**Objection: Reforms Disproportionately Affect the Poor**
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The major objection to taxing junk foods is that it would disproportionately affect the poor, because often junk food is all that they can afford. One study found that "almost 15 percent of households in America say they don't have enough money to eat the way they want to eat," and that they are unable to afford the foods necessary to meet the federal nutrition guidelines. While nutritionists can prove that a healthy diet can be inexpensive, some people may live in areas where they do not have access to inexpensive healthy foods or are not aware that they can afford to eat better. These people will perceive junk food taxes as punishment the diet they consume out of necessity. In order to compensate for the increased costs of junk foods, ideally these taxes should be enacted with food subsidy reforms so that healthy foods are less expensive. Combining these food policies would financially motivate everyone to eat more healthily.

Taxing junk food alone may not decrease obesity rates in the US, but it may be a very effective measure to change eating habits. This highlights a greater systemic problem with the current food system—cash crop subsidies that incentivize poor diets.

**The Farm Bill and Food System Corruption**

The reason why highly processed foods are often the least expensive options is ultimately because of farm subsidies, which have existed since the first farm bill was introduced in Congress as the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. It was a New Deal program designed to help farmers in the Depression era earn enough to keep their farms and to feed Americans struggling with hunger. The bill has evolved to include fifteen titles that address issues such as commodities, conservation, research, nutrition, crop insurance, and food aid. Title I specifies the specific food commodities that are subsidized to encourage farmers to grow products that are
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staples in the American diet. Subsidized commodities include wheat, corn and other feed grains, cotton, rice, oilseeds, peanuts, sugar and dairy.\textsuperscript{195} Unfortunately, the crops that are subsidized (often referred to as “cash crops”) are not in alignment with the USDA’s dietary recommendations.\textsuperscript{196} Meat and dairy receive almost 75 percent of the subsidies (directly and indirectly through feed), followed by about 13\% of the subsidies going towards grains.\textsuperscript{197} Although meats and grains are key parts of the recommended diet, they are consumed in excess in the United States. In contrast, fruits and vegetables receive less than .5\% of the subsidies, yet they are supposed to be the second largest component of the American diet (followed by grains).\textsuperscript{198} Due to the farm bill, the United States uses 30\% of the land base to plant corn. This policy enables farmers to be reimbursed such that the cost of production for corn is lower than other crops.

Because there are huge financial incentives for growing corn and other cash crops, the subsidized crops are overproduced. The excess of corn and soy in particular have led to entrepreneurship of new products, most notably high fructose corn syrup. Corn, soy, and grain fillers are used across the food industry to drive down the costs of production. In the docudrama “Food Inc.” Roush said, “I would venture to guess if you go and look on the supermarket shelf, I'll bet you 90\% of them would contain either a corn or soybean ingredient, and most of the time will contain both.”\textsuperscript{199} Corn can be used to produce a massive range of products “from ethanol for the gas tank to dozens of edible, if not nutritious, products, like the thickener in a milkshake, the
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hydrogenated oil in margarine, the modified cornstarch that binds the pulverized meat in a McNugget and, most disastrously, the ubiquitous sweetener known as high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS).”\textsuperscript{200} This is problematic because high-fructose corn syrup has been linked to obesity because it stimulates the brain differently than glucose (“regular sugar”), which causes overeating.\textsuperscript{201} Therefore there are reverse incentives for farmers to overproduce certain crops, for the food industry to incorporate those crops into production, and for consumers to eat excessive amounts of these harmful products.

**Changing Our Food Environment**

In order to create a less toxic environment that enables consumers to easily make healthy food choices, the food system must be restructured to promote consumption of fresh, whole foods instead of highly processed junk foods. Changing the food environment in which we live will require many policy changes, as well as a cultural shift. The culture of what is best to eat is already changing in America, but it is a slow process to reform a cultural diet. The emerging American diet is a “local/global groove… combining immigrant knowledge and older, regional American traditions with the mashup tastes of the Internet-nurtured young.”\textsuperscript{202} Part of the “immigrant knowledge” is embracing home cooked foods, fresh produce, and lean meats. More importantly, American food culture is moving (albeit slowly) away from processed, fast food on the go and towards valuing meals as social time. This is due to grassroots organizations such as the Slow Food movement, which strive to education Americans on the social, environmental, and
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economic impact of their food choices.\textsuperscript{203} We are returning to a culture where the quality of foods matter because we can no longer sacrifice quality for price—obesity rates have proven that this compromise is too costly. According to Whole Foods Market’s 2012 “Food Shopping Trend Tracker Survey,” 73% of Americans don’t want to compromise on the quality of the food they buy regardless of current food prices.\textsuperscript{204} 71% indicated a preference for natural and organic foods over conventional foods if the prices are comparable. The survey also found 27% of US shoppers spend more than a quarter of their grocery dollars to these types of products, which is up 35% from 2008.\textsuperscript{205} In addition to cultural change through campaign and social media efforts from private for-profit and non-profit organizations, the government has the opportunity to change the food climate in the US through its revision of the Farm Bill. The farm bills are approved for 5-year terms, with the most recent bill of 2008 expiring in 2013. The Senate and House are expected to begin work on new farm bills later this year after failing to get legislation passed last fall.\textsuperscript{206} I look forward to seeing the next generation farm bill, and sincerely hope it creates financial incentives to eat a healthier diet. Although agricultural reform is not on the forefront of the US political agenda, I do not believe obesity rates will drop dramatically until our food system is restructured.

**Cap and Trade Proposal**

Another way to view the US food system is to envision it as a polluted environment, much like the air is polluted with toxins. 1990 Clean Air Act amendments regulated acid-rain-
causing pollutants like sulfur dioxide by capping the overall permissible amount of pollution. Once the overall amount of pollution was established, utilities were allowed to trade pollution credits on the open market. Some companies faced greater expenses to cut emissions than others, but they were able innovate to the best of their abilities, as well as trade allowances to stay within the permitted pollution allocations. As long as the overall cap was not exceeded, the government didn't intervene, letting the market work out the details. Since the cap and trade policy implementation, overall levels of sulfur dioxide emissions have been halved, and air and surface-water quality have improved substantially.207

In 2011, an article in the *New England Journal of Medicine* proposed the notion of cap and trade be applied to food. The U.S. food supply can also be viewed as a polluted environment. Because of the food industry’s practices and consumers’ preferences (whether they are conscious of them or not), pollutants such as excessive salt, sweeteners, and fat are taking a toll on public health. Setting a cap on the amount of harmful ingredients used in U.S. food production could significantly improve the American diet. The article suggests this approach could take many forms but would work best if applied to entities that supply food products directly to consumers, rather than to the producers of the raw ingredients.208 I like this proposal because it encourages food companies to innovate to make their products healthier. Many food companies have been making gradual modifications to their products to improve their nutrition profiles, but a cap and trade policy would put pressure on the industry to rapidly develop healthy products.

**Choice Architecture**
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Many possible policies fall under the concept of “choice architecture,” which was mentioned earlier in the chapter. Choice architecture was coined by Harvard Law School Professor Cass Sunstein and University of Chicago economist Richard Thaler in their book *Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness*. Choice architecture can be defined as the careful design of the environments to help people make good choices. The idea is that people make better choices if they are given a clear and well-designed set of options that acknowledge and offset imperfect human nature. Consumers are bombarded with mixed messages when they are shopping for food, and they are easily influenced to make poor health decisions. Policy makers can shape the decision-making climate through policies such as taxes, advertising regulations, and product placement. Sunstein and Thaler write, “A nudge … is any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives… To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must be easy and cheap to avoid. Nudges are not mandates. Putting the fruit at eye level [in a school cafeteria line] counts as a nudge. Banning junk food does not.” They call choice architecture libertarian paternalism because the public is still empowered to make choices. For example, Sunstein and Thaler highlight the example that many people never join their employer’s retirement savings plan, even when it is heavily subsidized. Many people do not opt into these plans because they are overwhelmed with information and are unable to rationally process these types of decisions, so they passively opt out. The Obama administration countered this human quirk by providing incentives for employers to automatically enroll employees in retirement savings plans, while giving them the option to opt out.
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out. Before the incentives were implemented, people were not likely to active opt *in* to the program; Obama’s policy has the opposite effect, making people likely to remain passive and avoid opting *out* of the program.\(^\text{212}\)

Whether due to laziness, information overload, or other reasons, people do not always make rational decisions about food. Taxes, redesigning grocery store and cafeteria layouts, and advertising reforms are viable public policy nudges that could lead to healthier food decisions. I support policy makers’ use of choice architecture because it protects consumers from being mislead into making unhealthy decisions. Choice architecture to affect eating behavior has already been implemented in the private sector. Google Inc. has been praised for creating a healthy environment for its employees, especially in their meticulously designed cafeteria.\(^\text{213}\) Google has implemented the traffic light labeling and decreased plate sizes to help employees make healthy choices and eat less food overall. The culinary team at Google also decreased the portion sizes of desserts, relocated the dessert section to the back of the cafeteria, and placed candy in opaque jars instead of transparent jars in order to make employees more conscious of their consumption of sugary foods.\(^\text{214}\) The candy jar experiment alone caused employees to reduce consumption of candy by 9 percent, from 29 to 20 percent, and they decreased the proportion of total fat consumed from candy dropped 11 percent, from 26 percent to 15 percent.\(^\text{215}\) Another example of a nudge that is effective is to provide healthier options in vending machines across various settings. HUMAN Healthy Vending is a vending machine company that was founded in 2008 aiming to have 10,000 machines across all 50 States by 2015, with the
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mission of changing the eating habits of millions of Americans.\textsuperscript{216} HUMAN Healthy Vending machines are locally franchised, and the company “advises the local operators on what products to stock, encouraging them to locally-source where possible. When choosing items, the H.U.M.A.N. looks to minimize artificial additives, focusing instead on fibre, protein, complex carbohydrates and vitamin count.”\textsuperscript{217} While it is difficult to measure the direct impact of changing the foods in individual vending machines, I believe this is a great step towards improving people’s diets by increasing access to healthy foods. Cafeterias, vending machines, restaurants, and food carts are several venders that have the ability to nudge consumers to make healthier food choices. Over time, better decision making will lead to improved health outcomes.

**Objection to Choice Architecture**

One objection to the use of choice architecture is that policy makers compromise consumers’ autonomy. Mark D. White argues that choice architects are in effect making decisions for consumers. Choice architects are aware of how their nudges will impact consumers’ decisions; therefore consumers are not making a truly free choice.\textsuperscript{218} I counter this claim by arguing that consumers’ are going to be influenced by their environment regardless of the presence of choice architects. The junk food industry spends millions of dollars on research in order to understand the most effective marketing strategies to influence consumer behavior so that they purchase these products. Junk food marketers are choice architects. Policy makers have an equal claim to influencing consumers as the food industry. In fact, one could argue that policy
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makers have a greater claim to influence consumers, because they are acting in the consumers’ best interest (rather than the food industry’s selfish interests).

**Objection: Consequentialism vs. Kantianism**

All public health policies, such as obesity-prevention measures will limit autonomy to a certain extent. For example, many people were opposed to the proposal in New York to prohibit the sale of sugar-sweetened beverages in containers larger than 16 ounces because people should have the right to purchase any sized container. This highlights the fundamental dilemma: is it permissible to limit autonomy if it leads to major consequentialist gains? In the case of obesity specifically, is it acceptable to implement policies that restrict Americans’ rights if it leads to decreased obesity rates and improved health outcomes? I believe it is permissible. Kantians may never agree with me regardless of the outcomes of such policies. Yet the government will always infringe on the citizens’ autonomy, so Kantians instead should consider which policies are more or less permissible.

One Kantian philosopher who provides insight on this dilemma is David Velleman. Velleman’s article “A Right to Self Termination?” is about the right to smoke and to commit suicide, but can be applied of the right to eat a poor diet. Velleman explains that the fundamental Kantian believe is that people are inherently of value due to their rational nature. Morality requires us to respect the “dignity” (or value) of people. He then shares a story of an encounter with a smoker who argues that he has the right to smoke because he would rather die younger and experience the benefits of smoking than to live longer without smoking. Velleman explains that he disagrees with the smoker’s logic because the value in a person is different from the value
in a person’s interests. A person cannot claim that out of respect of his autonomy, others should defer to his judgment to smoke because the smoker is, in effect, claiming that his life is not of enough value to protect. However, Kantians value other people not because the individuals value themselves, but rather because people are inherently valuable. Velleman writes:

My host's remarks implied that an early death, of the sort he was risking and I was hoping to forestall, would be a loss to him that could be offset. My host was implicitly denying the existence of such a value. For he claimed that death was worth worrying about only in respects for which he could be compensated by the pleasures of smoking. He was thus implicitly denying the interest-independent value of a person, without which it couldn't really matter whether I lived or died. I think Kant was right to say that trading one's person in exchange for benefits, or relief from harms, denigrates the value of personhood, respect for which is a criterion of morality (Kant would say, the criterion). That's why I think that smoking is a vice—at least, when practiced for the reasons offered by my host. It's also why I think that suicide is immoral when committed on the grounds that life isn't worth living.219

This same argument can be applied to allowing people to eat their way to obesity. Obese people are in effect choosing to shorten their lives and place medical burdens on their families and the medical system as a whole in exchange for the benefits of eating junk food. By allowing people to eat their way into such a state, we are rejecting the inherent value of these people. Although the obese person may not value himself, this person is of value to other people—not only in the Kantian sense. Obese individuals have families and friends who suffer from dealing with the

burden of their obese loved one; their suffering would worsen should these people die due to their obese condition. By permitting people to eat in a manner that leads to obesity, we are permitting obese people to harm their communities and society as a whole. Therefore just as Velleman finds people do not have the right to self-termination, people do not have the right to harm themselves via obesity.

**Objection: Arbitrary Laws**

In order to combat obesity, determining which foods should be regulated will be arbitrary. If the government tries to reduce American sugar consumption, the sugar industry can argue that it is wrong to target sugar instead of promoting an overall balanced diet. It is likely that sugar or fat consumption will be targeting first because they are easy to measure. In fact, New York City was already working to create policies to curb sugar intake. Mayor Bloomberg from New York tried to pass what has become known as the “Big Gulp Ban,” however in March 2013 the bill was stuck down. The New York Times wrote, “Justice Milton A. Tingling of State Supreme Court in Manhattan called the limits ‘arbitrary and capricious,’ echoing the complaints of city business owners and consumers who had deemed the rules unworkable and unenforceable, with confusing loopholes and voluminous exemptions.”

The ban was arbitrary in nature because it would have limited the size of sugar-sweetened beverages in some locations rather than altogether. In addition, it was somewhat arbitrary which drinks would be exempt from the ban; milks and diet sodas would not be restricted. Diet soda exemption is especially controversial because studies are beginning to show that artificial sweeteners are harmful and may contribute to obesity. While I understand the frustrations businesses and consumers may
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face due to such a policy, I do not believe the arbitrary nature of Bloomberg’s proposal is a valid objection because we permit other arbitrary laws to persist.

One arbitrary law that is infrequently discussed is speed limit regulations. Speed limits can vary across states, are enforced to various degrees, and the frequency in signs to inform drivers of the limits does not appear consistent. According to the Chicago Tribune, “Experts establish limits on some streets and highways based on their special knowledge of safety, but new studies by Federal Highway Administration traffic research engineers suggest that the limits on many other thoroughfares are set arbitrarily.”222 Another arbitrary law is gun regulations. In response to several shootings in the United States in 2012-2013, most notably the shooting at an elementary school in Newtown, Connecticut, President Obama has committed to limit access to guns and certain types of ammunition. One of the proposals is to cap ammunition magazines to a 10-round limit, which is an arbitrary number.223 Yet many people support policies such as the two listed here, even though they are arbitrary.

I am not claiming that Bloomberg’s soda regulations would have cured the obesity epidemic. However, I believe it was a great step towards a movement of regulation to change the choice architecture on which Americans base their food decisions. It is inevitable that the policies chosen to fight obesity may be arbitrary. It is the nature of the US government to make incremental steps towards its public policy goals. Tackling obesity requires a comprehensive approach that may appear to be a patchwork of arbitrary laws. There may be better policy proposals that could be implemented to incentivize purchasing smaller portions of food items. It is very likely that future food regulation proposals will also be somewhat arbitrary, but that is not
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enough of a basis to discard policies. If the current ruling on Bloomberg’s proposal is upheld, the precedent will be set that food regulations that are arbitrary may prevent policy makers from improving the toxic food environment for a very long time. I hope that another food regulation policy is enacted in the US to establish the viability of such regulations to reduce obesity. Perhaps the problems with Bloomberg’s policy extend beyond arbitrariness, and policy makers will continue to pursue the use of food regulations.

**Conclusion: An Ideal Vision**

I am not claiming to be a policy expert who knows how to cure the obesity epidemic. The goal of my thesis was to demonstrate that we are morally obligated to regulate food if we find public health paternalism permissible. I will conclude this chapter with my vision for the best approach to combating the obesity epidemic. Some of these proposals may not seem viable, but perhaps there will be a tipping point at which the American people will support significantly increased government intervention. Below is my ideal vision for food reform.

First, I believe nutrition education should be incorporated into standardized testing for children. This would hold teachers accountable for ensuring children know the basics about a healthy diet. If children are educated on how to eat a balanced, they will be able to influence their families’ eating habits and ultimately become more informed parents themselves. The USDA has already created many educational resources on nutrition; therefore teachers would simply need a brief training on how to use the materials. Many schools in the US already incorporate nutrition education into their curriculum, and I believe there are a variety of effective ways this information could be learned. Ideally the curriculum would teach children about macronutrients, the origins of food, and how to create balanced meals. This would make children
appreciate fresh foods, understand the importance of eating a healthy diet, and be equipped to make healthy food choices.

The next policy I endorse is warning labels and general food label reform. I believe the traffic light style labeling is an effective method to guide consumers towards healthy products by highlighting positive choices. Warning labels would have the opposite effect to deter people from making poor health choices. I believe it is reasonable to put an obesity warning label on sodas because they do not contribute any nutritional value to one’s diet and are empirically linked to rising obesity rates. I would support warning labels on other products such as fried foods (perhaps with beyond a certain limit of saturated fat), however I will not make explicit proposals for which foods should be labeled.

I also think there should be increased food advertising restrictions. The volume of junk food advertisements should be limited, especially during programs targeting at children. In addition to restricting advertisements for unhealthy foods, the government should create (or subsidize) advertisements for fruits and vegetables. The current food culture in America promotes junk foods and does not draw attention to healthy, whole foods. The government should decrease consumers’ exposure to junk food advertising because the advertisements may be misleading or create junk food cravings. Increasing media attention and promotion of fruits and vegetables may influence consumers to develop healthier preferences. By changing the foods we see in advertisements, our perceptions of a normal diet may improve.

I support “sin taxes” especially on soda because it seems to be a great way to collect funding for health promotion and obesity intervention initiatives. I am not going to discuss the
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economic effects of implementing a junk food sin tax, but I believe that raising the prices of junk food will lead to a reduction in consumption. Just as taxing cigarettes leads to smoking rates, food taxes would create financial incentive to eat healthier products. The United States can learn from other countries’ food tax strategies to determine the most effective policy.

Finally, I do not believe obesity rates will decrease significantly until the US food system is reformed. This means that the farm bill must be reformed such that fruits and vegetables are subsidized instead of cash crops. Creating incentives for farmers to grow fruits and vegetables will influence both manufacturers and consumers to eat better. Food industry manufacturers would be motivated economically to design products that incorporate the subsidized fruits and vegetables (excluding corn and soy). Consumers would also be affected by the reduced prices of subsidized foods and would opt for healthier options because they would be more affordable.

Overall, people should not feel that it is a burden to eat healthily. Food should be a source of pleasure and well being. By informing consumers on healthy choices, warning them about potentially hazardous food choices, and making a healthy diet affordable and accessible, the government can make Americans feel empowered to make eat well. Everyone deserves the right to be healthy. The government’s obligation to protect Americans’ right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness includes making sure citizens have the ability to be healthy by eating a nutritious diet. No one should be too poor or too ignorant to eat well and maintain a healthy weight. Most people do not willingly choose to be obese—it is the result of poor lifestyle behaviors established without guidance on how to live otherwise. The government has the potential to redefine American culture to incorporate a healthy diet and an active lifestyle.
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Regulating food is one of many strategies the government could use to improve health outcomes in the US. Once the American diet is improved, the government could focus on physical exercise promotion and other factors that contribute to the obesity epidemic. I do not expect food regulation to fully solve the obesity crisis, but I believe it the single most effective strategy to improve American obesity rates.
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